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by John Leeman
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hobbyists can forge ahead using their own
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Then & Now: Advances in robotics from the past up
through today.
by Tom Carroll
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Robotics-centered STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering, and

Mathematics) education goes far
beyond preparing students to go out
and build carpet crawlers one day.
Just think of all the technologies
related to robotics. Even a relatively
simple task such as designing the
lightest most capable three-segment
robot arm possible requires a working
knowledge of strength of materials,
kinematics, servo control theory, and
higher math, such as Finite Element
Analysis (FEA).

Then, there’s the building of
prototypes and working arms, which
requires working knowledge of
sensors, controllers, 3D scanners, 3D
printers, and laser cutters, to name
only a few technologies.

So, where does this all lead from
a STEM perspective? Well, there’s the
obvious planet rover deployed to
explore, for example, the surface of
Mars. Closer to home, many robotics
technologies and techniques lend
themselves to clinical fields, such as
orthopedics (think titanium and
plastic hip joints) and digital dentistry
(think while-you-wait caps). To
illustrate, let’s consider how robotics
technology makes digital dentistry
possible.

Let’s say you’ve had a few
mishaps and require a new cap or
crown for one of your molars. In the
old analog model of dentistry, your
dentist would make a mold of your
jaw and teeth, and then carve out —
by hand — a crown for the damaged
tooth. The crown had to both look
good and stand up to years of
grinding and crushing food.

The dentist would send the
impression out to a third party to
create a crown that exactly fit the
defective tooth. You might have worn
a temporary crown for a couple
weeks until the final custom-built
crown arrived.

So, we have lots of manual labor,
lots of your time, and multiple visits.
And that’s assuming everything is fine
the first time. The color may or may
not match that of your other teeth,
even if the fit is perfect.

With digital dentistry, the
scenario is significantly streamlined
and simplified, for both the
dentist/technician and the patient.
Instead of making a mold and carving
a crown by hand, the dentist inserts a
3D camera in the form of a small
wand in the patient’s mouth and
maps out their teeth in 3D and in full
color. With that information, the “wet
work” becomes CAD/CAM work, as
the dentist/technician defines the cap
with the mouse.

There’s no guessing about
whether the shape can withstand the
torture of chewing, thanks to built-in
FEA algorithms that determine the
strength of the cap. The same goes
for color — the exact color is captured
by the camera, so the resulting cap
isn’t abnormally bright or dull, relative
to the other teeth. Then, there’s the
in-house CAM, where the caps are
created by a CRC machine and
finished off with an enamel coat. All
while the patient waits.

The point is that the skills,
technologies, and techniques you
learn creating robots can have wide
applicability in seemingly unrelated
fields, but you’ve got to press the
boundaries.

Unfamiliar with 3D scanners? Get
your hands on one and learn the
limitations. New to Finite Element
Analysis? Dig in to the information
available on the Internet or — if you’re
in school — sign up for the
appropriate engineering courses.

Most of all, stretch your
imagination past your work with
traditional robotics, and look to areas
that could potentially benefit from
the technology.  SV

Now, Open Wide ...
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DECEMBER

2 Robotic Arena
Wroclaw, Poland
Events include Mega/Mini/Micro/Nano Sumo, Micromouse, Line Following,
Freestyle, Robosprint, and Puck Collect.
www.roboticarena.pl

2 STEAM Maker Festival
Del Mar Fairgrounds, Del Mar, CA
The culmination of the collaboration and outreach efforts of STEAM programs
provided to the community throughout the country. The Festival brings together
thousands of students, educators, schools, clubs, makers, and industry to
demonstrate and showcase available tools and resources to enrich STEAM
education. Delivering the best place to cross-pollenate ideas and identify
pathways for future career and educational opportunities. The Festival runs from
10am - 3pm. www.steammakerfest.org

2-3 South’s BEST Competition
Auburn University, Auburn, AL
See website for this year’s event. www.bestinc.org

3 International Micro Robot Maze Contest
Nagoya University, Japan
Events include Micro Robot Racer, Micro Robot Maze, and Legged Micro
Robots. www2.meijo-u.ac.jp/~ichikawa/MAZEHOME

7-9 Texas BEST Competition
Dr. Pepper Arena, Frisco, TX
See website for this year’s event.  www.bestinc.org

16 AHRC Robot Rally
Norcross, GA
Events include Cube Quest, Polyathlon, Line Maze Solving, and Mini Sumo.
www.botlanta.org

16-20 IROC International Robot Olympiad
Qinhuangdao, China
Events include Battle Cubes, Travers(Ex), Creative, Mission Challenge,
Transporter, and Emergency Rescue. www.iroc.org

29-31 Techfest
Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay, India
Events include Spectacle, Contrivance, Technorion, Aerostrike, and Tata Pioneer’s
Marathon. www.techfest.org

JANUARY

25-28 ION Autonomous Snowplow Competition
St. Paul, MN
Autonomous snowplow robots must remove snow on designated path.
www.autosnowplow.com
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The Straight Scoop on Odometry
Hard to believe it’s December already (especially for

me, since I’m writing this in early October), but it’s true.
This is my 12th column, marking a full year for me as Mr.
Roboto. Year’s end and Christmas remind me to reflect on
what I’m thankful for. Among many other personal things,
I’m thankful for the freedom to pursue my robotic and DIY
interests, and also to live in such an amazing technological
time. There are new discoveries and inventions almost every
day. It’s getting hard to keep up, isn’t it?

Robot kits, parts, and components are abundant and
cheap — especially online from Alibaba and eBay China. We
did lose RadioShack and Hobby People this year, among
other retail establishments. I certainly miss those stores for
parts and materials. It forces me to plan ahead, order
online, and hoard! I come from a long, proud line of
hoarders. Such a pity the houses here in Los Angeles are so
small, or I’d hoard more. It’s self-governing, I guess.

Besides the convenience of buying that one last part I
invariably need for a project, I liked places like RadioShack
and Hobby People because they provided inspiration for
me. Socializing with fellow nerds is healthy. It’s fun to chat
with clerks and customers, see what they are working on,
and what inspires them.

Moreover, I get ideas just walking through such places
and looking around. Seeing new parts and being able to
pick them up to get a feel for them. Twisting servos. Flexing
music wire and sheets of Midwest balsa and plywood. It’s
very different from surfing online. I need to touch these
things. That tactile (oops, HAPTIC) experience of holding
these materials is crucial to my creative process.

Related, my young daughters love dollar stores, and I
must admit that I enjoy poking around in those outlets too.
Who among us doesn’t love a bargain? They have some
tools and even surprising electronic bargains: USB doodads,
amplified speakers, cables, IR remotes. Note: If you like it,
buy it now, since they may never have it again!

I designed toys for Mattel for 30 years, working with
huge markups and overhead costs. If there’s anyone who
appreciates a pound of plastic for a buck, it’s “this guy!”
When I roam those stores, I can’t help but look for
alternate uses for everything I see.

That three-pack of plastic bowls is actually a set of
beacon tower bases or round chassis for swarm robots.
That picture frame clear acrylic window or the flat chrome
serving tray is a sheet of something I would have paid a lot

more for elsewhere. Those six pink silicone kid’s party
bracelets make great tires; now what’s here about that size
to use as a wheel? Food jar lids? Coasters? A slice of foam
pool noodle? It’s like a treasure hunt.

A few years ago, Jameco sponsored a very open-ended
“Coasterbot” contest; the only requirement was that you
use a CD or DVD for a chassis. Your robot could do
ANYTHING you wanted. You can see the winners at
www.servomagazine.com/index.php/blog/post/coaste
rbot-contest-by-club-jameco-winners and my video entry
at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dZTfIyrRne0.

I had lots of fun doing that, even though I found that
DVDs are horrible to build with; they are brittle and
CA/accelerator (my lifeblood) makes them craze and crack.
I think a similar open-ended contest to build a robot using
mainly dollar store parts would be even better. What would
you build? Maybe you’ll have some free time over the
holidays to get your hands dirty. I sure plan to. Now, let’s
dive into the final Mr. Roboto question of 2017:

Q. My brother and I built a “smart car” robot kit we
got to carry messages back and forth between our
rooms. It never goes straight! With no electronic

circuit — just wiring both motors together and directly to
some batteries — it always curves and hits the wall. Why
won’t it go straight?

Steve Henry
Windsor Mill, MD

by Eric Ostendorff
Our resident expert on all things robotic 

is merely an email away. 
roboto@servomagazine.com

Tap into the sum of all human knowledge and get your
questions answered here! From software algorithms to
material selection, Mr. Roboto strives to meet you where
you are — and what more would you expect from a
complex service droid?

Ask Mr. Roboto
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Your robotic problems solved here.

To post comments on this article and find any associated files and/or
downloads, go to www.servomagazine.com/index.php/magazine/issue/2017/12. 

A. I feel your pain! I could talk about robot
navigation all day. Driving in a straight line is the
most basic requirement to get from A to B, yet

it’s surprisingly difficult.
You didn’t mention exactly which robot kit you

have, but it sure sounds like a traditional 2WD
differentially-steered chassis. These are very
maneuverable and able to spin in place (a.k.a., zero
turning radius). These are simple enough for
beginners to understand, and maneuverable enough
for “real” robots like Roomba. eBay is rife with
inexpensive kits such as shown in Figure 1
(#122674791390).

From my perspective, these cheap kits are the
bane of robotics, and may do more damage than
good. Not real “smart cars,” since they cause a lot of
frustration. IF you can get both wheels turning at the
same speed, you’ll travel in a straight line, but the
odds are against you.

First, most of these kits use gearmotors with a
48:1 gear ratio. These are way too fast, and not
enough torque for the large wheels included. They slow
down significantly when any resistance is encountered. The
robot is easily thrown off course as each wheel hits little
bumps along the way and bogs down.

This chassis would benefit from using gearmotors with
more reduction (120:1 or even 256:1), which go slower and
have higher torque to maintain more consistent speed.
Second — and most important — there is simply no
guarantee that two separate motors will turn at the same
speed, which is absolutely required to go straight. The
slightest difference in gear friction or motor commutator
conductivity will cause RPM differences.

You can temporarily match your motor speeds by
various means, but without some
way of electronically verifying
their position, they will eventually
drift out of sync and the robot
will veer off course.

Plenty of other robots suffer
from this same problem. For
many of us, building a Parallax
Boe-Bot (Figure 2) kit was our
gateway into robotics, and a rite
of passage. This classic BASIC
Stamp 2-powered robot debuted
in 1998 and is still sold today. It
comes with a top-mounted
breadboard, hardware
components, and a fantastic
curriculum which teaches many
aspects of electronics,
programming, and robotics. With

a MILLION sold (many used in school programs), the Boe-
Bot is far and away the world’s most popular robot.

It uses continuous rotation servomotors (a.k.a., CR
servos). These are essentially DC gearmotors with a built-in
motor controller in a standard form factor housing.
Although these allow fine motor speed control, they are still
open loop systems which don’t supply any feedback about
how fast or how far they have rotated. There is no
guarantee of wheel synchronization.

Measuring distances and turns remains challenging;
usually based on timing delays, experimentation, and
prayers (!) for constant speed, in spite of ever-changing
variables such as battery voltage and rolling resistance. In

fact, a fair amount of the Boe-
Bot coursework has to do with
experimentally calibrating the
software to allow predictable
navigation.

The terms “odometry” and
“dead reckoning” relate to using
precise motion control of the
wheels for blind navigation in
order to move a desired distance
in a specified direction. Easy to
say, harder to do!

Parallax hosts a lively forum
that is full of some really smart,
friendly, and enthusiastic people.
There’s an active Robotics
category, and there’s always
something interesting going on.

One of the longest-running
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Figure 1.

Figure 2.
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threads is the “Figure 8 Challenge” at http://forums.
parallax.com/discussion/138125/erco-s-figure-eight-
challenge. The premise is that getting a robot to drive an
accurate figure 8 (usually a right circle, then a left circle, or
vice-versa) by dead reckoning is harder than most people
think. The “challenge” is simply to share a video of your
robot doing (or attempting) a figure 8.

Ideally, you end up exactly where you started. There
are no rules. Any robot, any processor, any size, any size
circle, indoors, outdoors, etc. One guy even had his robot
arm draw a figure 8. It’s all about fun and creativity. Feel
free to view the many entries there, and join the fun if you
like. Lurkers are always welcome.

For accuracy and repeatability, a closed-loop (feedback)
electronic control system is used to synchronize the wheels
by detecting which wheel gets ahead, and adjusting motor
speeds to match. Encoders are sensors which measure how
far a wheel or motor has rotated. By constantly monitoring
both wheels, you can travel in a straight line, measure
distance travelled, and/or measure how much you have
turned.

It’s a big deal,
and requires
specialized
hardware and
software. Ironically,
the cheap kits
usually include
slotted disks
(Figure 1 again;
red circle) for
potential use with
wheel encoders,
but nothing ever
becomes of them.

As I
mentioned, my background is in toys, so I would be remiss
in my duties if I didn’t mention a few robo-toys that could
get from A to B reliably. Thirty years ago, Milton Bradley’s
amazing “Big Trak” (Figure 3, left) was the first kid on the
block that could drive straight; see https://en.wikipedia
.org/wiki/Big_Trak. This futuristic six-wheel “tank” had an
ingenious magnetic coupling between the left and right
wheels which locked them together to guarantee that it
drove in a straight line. Encoders measured distance and
turns accurately.

The kid (I mean roboticist!) programmed a path using a
membrane keypad. Original Big Traks and accessories are
still revered by collectors and fetch good prices on eBay.
The “Recon Rover” (Figure 3, right) is a similar modern toy
which also has a tank-like form factor and real rubber tank
treads.

Like Big Trak, it has built-in encoders and is
programmed through a membrane keypad to follow a
specified path. A great educational STEM item, it comes
with an LED screen, a nicely-done “mission manual,” and
even a tape measure to guide the builder through a series

of lessons in dead reckoning. It’s Mr. Roboto-
approved, and would make a dandy Christmas
gift for any budding roboticist. Back to DIY.
Let’s look at three simpler alternatives to
wheel syncing to get from A to B.

First, following lines is VERY easy. I’ve
covered $5 line follower kits in recent
columns; these are fun and work well. If you
can live with a tape “track” between your
rooms, this is the fastest and cheapest way to
get something going.

Most line followers like to use a black line
on a white background, but with some
hacking, most anything can be made to work
— white line on a dark background or any
high contrast line. Here’s a video of my
hacked Scribbler following white tape on a
tan carpet: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=8WyM6iUrSg0. I’ve seen samples

10 SERVO 12.2017

Figure 4.

Figure 3.
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of bright reflective aluminum tape and shiny
chrome duct tape which should also be easy to detect
against most any flooring color.

Second, following walls is pretty straightforward using
either bump switches or infrared/ultrasonic sensors (all
cheap and readily available). Simple electronics adjust your
motor speeds to curve left/right based on whether you
sense a wall. See my robot follow a wall using a Sharp IR
sensor at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
kxP7kHXBzf0.

Like the stock line followers, wall followers may never
really go perfectly straight, but eventually they will get
there. If you need to get across a doorway or around a
corner, some experimentation and timing calibration can
get you across a gap from the safety of one wall to the
next. Get jiggy with it!

Third, the minimalist in me loves the tricycle chassis.
Driving and steering just one front wheel (Figure 4)
simplifies everything, as you can see in the figure 8s
demonstrated at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=MPAkAzuY0Bc. Steering is controlled using a
standard servo, which is very accurate and repeatable.

I won that Coasterbot contest mentioned previously
with a tricycle chassis. Here’s one of the simplest tricycle
robots I ever made, using a BASIC Stamp 1 board and a
mechanical switch for a wheel encoder: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=hz NgYpJdfDs and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v =tonyRJ3SPIY.

Okay. Let’s get back to the original problem of syncing
two wheels. Around 2004, Parallax introduced an encoder
kit for the Boe-Bot (https://www.parallax.com/product/
28107). The kit adds amazing functionality to the robot,
and application notes are solid gold for anyone who wants
to delve into the mathematics of navigation, and
determining distance and direction using encoders. Check
out https://www.parallax.com/sites/default/files/
downloads/28107-ApplyingEncoders-v1.0.pdf.

I took it upon myself to add wheel encoders to a
Parallax Scribbler 1 robot back in 2009 (https://www
.youtube.com/ watch?v=5r2En4hLUBI). Then, I made a
much larger robot with wheel encoders in 2010

(https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=PX0IhUqnwrk). I DIYed
those wheel encoders using the

wonderful — but very hard to find — Hamamatsu P5587 IR
photosensor (http://www.junun.org/MarkIII/
Info.jsp?item=48).

Both of these BASIC Stamp 2 powered robots worked
very well — even if the Stamp had its hands full counting
every single pulse on two encoders and adjusting the motor
speeds to match. Missing a single pulse would cause
problems. I made it my personal quest to see how fast a
BS2 could count encoder pulses, frying a poor DC
gearmotor in the process. Check out the videos at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFqNmntFEnE
and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VmNc
_V5jdPE. Jolly good fun.

Around this time when I was obsessed with odometry,
I sprung for a 1999 vintage CYE robot (Figure 5). This
unique and amazing robot is the ULTIMATE in odometry
and simplicity; see www.pioneernet.net/johnc/
cyenavigate.htm. Inventor Henry Thorne made Cye
navigate through a real household environment without any
external sensors at all — just motor encoders — while linked
to a host PC.

Cye’s navigation was based on the rectilinear layout of
most houses, triangulating and planning the best path from
point to point around walls and known obstacles. Options
included a sound sensor to count handclaps, a vacuum
cleaner (Figure 6), a wagon to haul things (Figure 7), and
a wireless camera ... in 1999! Yes, telepresence and
vacuuming were both available last millennium! For
reference, iRobot’s Roomba robo-vac debuted in 2002.

The best videos I can find are a modifed Cye at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GYh-AtoLI8Q and
a Cye wagon-pulling coffee server at https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=QSMNQqAzP-I. Amazingly, it
uses nothing but motor encoders to drive each wheel,
update its position, and map your entire house.

Long before LIDAR and SLAM (Simultaneous Location
and Mapping), there was Map-N-Zap (Figure 8). The whole
Cye robot system, path planner, and Windows GUI were
ahead of their time.

A simple charging home base (just a pair of contacts
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wired to a power brick) is located near an inside corner of a
room. The robot starts at the base, and then drives a bit,
bumping into both perpendicular walls to orient itself. Then,
it goes exploring on its own, constantly updating its current
location and orientation on the host PC screen.

As it travels and bumps into walls and furniture, the
environment is mapped onto a grid. A slow process, but
very reliable — especially on carpet. Cye is wide and heavy
(internal SLA battery), and the wheel’s hard rubber spiked
gear teeth track reliably in carpet. There’s very little wheel
slip, so dead reckoning works very well.

Cye purposely bumps into a wall periodically to square
up and verify alignment and location. You simply drag Cye’s
onscreen icon to a new location to drive it there.

I’m always amazed how accurately it can navigate
through a real environment and dock with its charger.
There’s still nothing else that looks like or works like Cye.
Not having one in your collection is downright silly in my
opinion. One of my four units can be seen at 3:20:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LMOtGYprBRQ.

Jumping back to present day: Parallax’s newer

Propeller-controlled robots all come with optical encoders.
The kit-based ActivityBot (Figure 9, left) uses external
sensors that detect holes in the wheel for position
feedback. The prebuilt “Scribbler” S2 and S3 robots
(Figure 9, center and right) use motor encoders to give
even more accurate feedback for precise motion control.
The Scribblers can be programmed to write and draw
some complex patterns. Take a gander at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b6FJ2VyksMY
and https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=A1KVx17ckxY. Also see Carol Hazlett’s “Drawing with
Lights” wonderful September cover article at http://
servo.texterity.com/servo/201709?pg=50#pg50.

Just when I was convinced the whole
encoder/navigation problem was solved and we could get
on with our lives, the wizards at Parallax have changed
the game forever for DIYers like us. The brand new
Parallax Feedback 360° High-Speed Servo (Figure 10;
datasheet at https://www.parallax.com/sites/
default/files/downloads/900-00360-Feedback-360-HS-
Servo-v1.2.pdf) is a digital CR servo with a built-in

absolute Hall effect sensor encoder and some signal
electronics neatly tucked inside. It operates much like a
normal CR servo driven by a 50 Hz train of pulses 1280-
1720 microseconds wide, and it has a standard servo cable
and three-pin female connector. There’s a fourth wire
(yellow) from the sensor which outputs a 910 Hz PWM
signal.

The duty cycle of the 3.3V output signal ranges from
2.9% to 97.1%, and I found it was a simple matter for a
PICAXE 08M2 to read that PWM signal using PULSIN to
measure the pulse width. Since that PICAXE had lonely ADC
(analog-to-digital converter) pins staring me in the face, I
verified that they could also be used to read the servo
output signal.

For maximum resolution, I ran the PICAXE at 3.3V (to
match the 3.3V signal) and smoothed the PWM signal at
the PICAXE ADC input with a 1 µF capacitor. You can see
my encoder test video at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=zSxhaZd3qb4.

This is a high speed servo, so the gear reduction ratio is
fairly low. It’s pretty easy to (carefully) turn it manually, but

don’t get too abusive since it does
use nylon gears. 

I already have my request in
to Parallax for a heavy-duty version
with metal gears and more
reduction. I could see a small
robot arm using such servos as
joints, programming the motions
by manually moving the joints into
any position desired, and
recording.

I was like a kid on Christmas
day (in September) when I started
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Figure 8.

Figure 9.
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playing with two of these servos. My first experiment was
to use one of the servos to control another, using one servo
as a master (input) device (https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=D4wpZDJpL04). It’s simply reading the
master input sensor and driving the slave servo until the
sensor values match.

The only “gotcha” is moving across the zero position,
when sensor values suddenly jump from low to high, or vice
versa. Haven’t we all gotten “bit” by a byte variable
incrementing from 255 to 0?

I chose a classic Boe-Bot for my testbed, replacing the
stock CR servos with Feedback 360s. The BoE (Board of
Education) has a heavy-duty 5V regulator, servo connectors,
breadboard area, and my favorite: a three-position switch
which lets me power the board only, without the servos.
Hard to appreciate that until you have a robot drive off your
table in the middle of programming it! Note that you won’t
get any position feedback from the servo unless it’s
powered.

There’s a good chance that some of you might have a
Boe-Bot laying around. Consider upgrading to these servos.
If you’ve moved beyond the BS2, consider an electronic
brain transplant, as there’s a lot of great hardware (and
proud history) in the Boe-Bot. Parallax also sells an Arduino
version, so there truly is something for everyone.

I swapped out the BS2 to use a tiny PICAXE 08M2
which is also programmed in BASIC, but has ADCs, multiple
frequencies, and a few other handy hardware tricks built in.
I wasn’t sure what I might do or need with this new servo.

Using PULSIN to read the encoder signal interferes with
the PICAXE built-in SERVO commands, so it was back to
driving the servos with individual PULSOUTs. I like the
transparency of such BASIC code. I think it serves to
illustrate exactly what’s going on without relying on hidden
library routines.

This servo needs 6V or more for proper function; don’t

bother with 5V. I used the standard Boe-Bot 4xAA cell
supply, which worked fine. Per Figure 11, there’s a nice
wide dead band around 1.5 ms — perfect for reliable
stopping. This is a vast improvement over analog servos,
which must be adjusted (a.k.a., nulled) for zero speed at
1.5 ms, and often require re-tweaking when something
mysterious changes: voltage, temperature, or even the wind
direction.

Actually, Parallax forumista PhiPi did notice that this
new servo’s signal output did vary slightly with
temperature. PhiPi also noted that this servo is extra picky
about input control pulse timing. A casual “PAUSE 20”
between pulses may be good enough for other servos, but
not this one. You need to reduce that pause slightly to
account for the pulse duration.

There’s an ongoing discussion on this fairly new
product at http://forums.parallax.com/discussion/
167298/new-parallax-360-feedback-servo, so check there
for the latest tips, tricks, and Parallax code.

It should be possible to manually push a robot in a
random path while recording the encoder output, then
have the robot retrace that route by playing it back from
memory. That’s a lot for my little PICAXE to do, but here’s
my first pass at it: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=b0hftoj6ilc.

It’s far from perfect, but you can see that it’s starting
to work, curving in the right places.

That’s all I had time for before going to press, but I’ll
keep working on it. I’ll update the description in that
placeholder video with further video experiments and BASIC
code. My code will also be at the article link.

So, that’s a wrap for December and 2017. Thanks for
your questions and attention throughout the year. Here’s
wishing everyone a happy holiday season and some quality
time with your family, friends, and projects. SV
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Introduction
When it comes to delivering a package, I can think of

several ways it could be done. The easiest to accomplish is
to land the quad with a special container underneath, then
release the clamps on the container and take off, leaving
the box on the ground. The landing targeting could be
done with purely high precision GPS, or a target and some
machine vision.

While this is the most reliable way, it’s also relatively
complicated. We’ll have to autonomously land and take off,
avoid any hazards (humans/pets), and deal with
unpredictable air currents near the ground.

Another way to deliver a package is by airdropping it
with a parachute. This method eliminates any low altitude
maneuvers and power-hungry takeoffs and landings. It does
have the complication of
predicting the parachute’s
trajectory in a potentially windy
environment, and making sure the
parachute isn’t hung up in a tree
or other obstacle.

For my first attempts at drone
delivery, I don’t expect to be
working in tight quarters, so I
suspect that the Air Force style
airdrop will work fine. (We could,
of course, consider having steered
parachutes with a control system of their own, but that’s
getting a bit ahead of ourselves.)

In this article, we’re going to build a simple claw,
attach it to our quad, and then use an auxiliary channel on
the receiver to control it. This manual control mode will let
me fly the package near where I’d like to drop it, then flip a
switch and drop it before returning. In future articles, we’re
going to increase the sophistication of this system and learn
about some new topics along the way.

Why do we want to be able to deliver things with
drones? Well, first it can be efficient for large businesses,
but that’s not what I am. I’m interested in being able to
quickly ferry a set of supplies across a small worksite or take

the end of a cable across an area. I could even imagine
automatically placing image reference markers for taking
structure from motion surveys like those we talked about
when exploring the Open Drone Map program.

I can imagine any number of scenarios in which a
drone equipped to move things could be useful. So, I’m
going to try to make this a very generic system rather than
a gripper designed for a single type of container.

Building the Gripper
I started out my quest for a gripper looking through my

early edition of The Robot Builder’s Bonanza and found
several nice designs. They’re all a bit more industrial than I
needed for this project, and are heavier than I’d like since
added weight moves the center of mass and reduces flight

time. Really, I’m looking for
something that can hold a large
loop on something and release it
with minimal fuss.

One option is a hook on a
servo. Attach your item over the
hook, take off, then rotate the
hook to release. Perhaps
something like that shown in
(Figure 1) could work. While this
is a simple solution, it could have
issues if we maneuver very

aggressively. Plus, the item could come unhooked before
takeoff.

If I were a more sensible person, I’d encourage you to
cut that hook out of 1/4” plywood or 3D print it and we’d
be done. Luckily for all of us, I wanted to have a real
gripper.

A quick search for “gripper” on Thingiverse returns just
over 350 versions, so the hard work of design is already
done for us. There are several styles out there, but I
ultimately opted for a small parallel gripper design that is
powered by a 9g servo (Figure 2). You can head over and
download the files from
https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:715525 if you’d like

Drone Delivery —  Part 1
There has been a lot of talk about having drones deliver our packages from nearby warehouses.
You order a book, pack of pencils, USB battery, or other common items, and they are loaded
into a container and flown to your house in just minutes. Amazon even produced a very nice
concept video showing how the entire delivery process could work. While the big companies
work out the practical and legal aspects of a fleet of delivery drones, we’re going to experiment
with dropping packages for the next few articles!

By John Leeman

Figure 1: A simple hook on the servo might be the
easiest way to drop off a package. It isn’t the most
robust, however, as the item could come unhooked

and must be slung by a rope.
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to build the same end effector.
The files looked good after download with no mesh

doctoring needed, so I went off to the 3D printer. There are
five STL files for this print: the base of the gripper; clamp;
non-driven arm; driven arm; and the linkage. We need one
of each, except the linkage and clamp which need two
parts.

The clamp design isn’t really optimized for 3D printing,
so I decided to print it separately so as not to ruin a run of
easy parts if something went wrong. I
turned on the supports and started
the print.

After an hour or so, I had two
parts (Figure 3)! The surface finish
wasn’t great and I had to do a bit of
cleanup, but they did print
successfully.

The rest of the parts were very
straightforward to print. When I woke
up the next morning, I had a set of
parts ready to assemble (Figure 4).
The design was meant to be
assembled with M4 machine screws.
Unfortunately, I had imperial sizes (2-
10), M3, and M5 in the shop. I used
some 6-32 hardware to assemble my
gripper, but wouldn’t necessarily
recommend that.

First, I placed the 9g servo into
the base housing and secured it with
the two screws included for good
measure. This probably wasn’t

necessary, but I’ll
always take any extra
rigidity I can get in
mechanical assemblies.

I then put together the linkages and claws with my 6-32
hardware.

Next, I put the servo arm into its pocket on the driven
arm. Unfortunately, my particular servo had a slightly
different shaped set of arms, so I had to file it a bit, then
insert it into the print. A few minutes later, I had a nice slip
fit and was ready to attach the mechanical parts to the
servo drive spindle.

Before putting the driven arm onto the servo and

The Multi-Rotor Hobbyist

Figure 3: After about an hour, the clamps successfully printed, and just
required some cleanup and removal of support material.

Figure 2: The gripper design by user
yisparyan on Thingiverse looks really nice,

and is a relatively simple afternoon project. If
you don’t have access to a 3D printer, there
are simpler designs that could be cut from

wood, metal, or plastic. 
(Image courtesy of yisparyan on Thingiverse.)

Design New Ideas

Prototype Without 
the Wait

Cut Real Metal

120VAC - Plug in 
Anywhere

x

x

x

x

smallmachine
BIGRESULTS

TORMACH.COM

CNC Mill 
Starting at:

$4950

Figure 4: All the gripper parts fresh off the 3D
printer and ready to assemble. I’d recommend
ordering the appropriate M4 hardware before
you begin assembly.
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securing everything, I needed to make sure that it was
clocked properly. To do this, I turned the servo manually to
its counterclockwise limit, manually closed the gripper, then

pushed the driven arm onto the servo
spindle. This seemed to do a nice job
of making sure the assembly would
close completely and open as widely
as possible.

I did notice that the whole assembly seemed a bit
loose; like it might have problems holding onto anything. To
help with this, I glued the servo horn into the pocket of the
driven arm.

Once the glue was dry, I was ready for a test. I hooked
the servo up to a receiver and battery on my bench (Figure
5). At first, the whole thing just shuddered and made some
horrible sounds. 

After a bit of playing with the tension of each
connection and a bit of filing here and there, I had a
working gripper. It wasn’t quite as strong as I’d hoped, but
remember this is a small servo without a lot of mechanical
advantage on the system.

Adding some double nuts to keep things from backing
off seemed to help (Figure 6), as did adding a small
amount of white lithium grease to the sliding surfaces
(Figure 7). 

I’m still not sure if that’s the best solution as it will
attract debris, but it did help the motion of the gripper.

If you don’t have a 3D printer at your disposal, there
are a few designs that could be pattern cut from wood or
plastic. 

You could also investigate some of the designs in the

To post comments on this article and find any associated files 
and/or downloads, go to www.servomagazine.com/index.php/magazine/issue/2017/12.

Figure 7: Adding a
small dab of

lithium grease
between the

sliding joints and
surfaces helped

greatly reduce the
friction and make

the operation of
the arm much

smoother.

Figure 8: A few minutes in Fusion and this mounting bracket was
ready to print.

Figure 5: A quick bench test setup helped tune the gripper a bit
and made sure that everything moved properly before mounting
it on the quad.

Figure 6: Using two nuts back-to-back
helped reduce self-loosening of the

hardware during flight and operation.
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“Robot Builder’s Bonanza” and make a more traditional
gripper.

Installation on the Quad
Attaching the gripper to your quad will be different for

everyone. I decided to attach this gripper to the Parallax
ELEV-8 V2 as it has a high ground clearance, easy receiver
access, and plenty of lift. The good folks at Parallax have
provided a lot of mounting holes and slots in the airframe
to encourage experimentation.

I decided that a single bolt to hold the gripper to the
airframe would be enough. The gripper can’t pick up
anything heavy enough to cause an issue there, and the
single mounting point would make the angle easily
adjustable. I took a few measurements of the gripper
mount and the quad airframe, and fired up Autodesk
Fusion 360.

Fusion is a great CAD/CAM program. It’s also free for
hobbyists and startups making less than $100k/year. After
about five minutes, I had a simple bracket that should do
the trick (Figure 8). It was a relatively quick print, but could
have easily been made from aluminum strap purchased at a
hardware store. I printed it standing on its end to remove
the need for supports and to make sure that the direction
of maximum stress was “across the grain” to get the
strongest possible part.

I then used some 10-32 hardware to secure the gripper
to the bracket, and the bracket to the airframe. I happened
to have some server rack-mount hardware that worked
nicely, but anything in the 3/4” to 1” length range should
be fine (Figure 9).

Next, we need to connect the servo to the receiver on
the ELEV-8. Luckily, this is incredibly easy; just find an open
channel, double-check the polarity, and plug it in. You may
need an extension cable if your gripper is more than ~6”
from the receiver. I used channel 7 on my Turnigy receiver
(Figure 10).

Programming the Radio
Next, we need to get the transmitter set up to send

commands to the receiver on the quad for channel 7. There
are several switches and knobs that we could use to control
the gripper servo, but I decided that the upper left knob
above the throttle would work best, and would still let me
maneuver with my right thumb while opening or closing
the end effector. The knob also lets me set the position of
the servo instead of just open/closed, hopefully allowing
me to pick up larger objects without stripping out the teeth
of the gears inside the servo.

Each transmitter is a little different, but on the Turnigy,
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Figure 9: Some 10-32 hardware holds the gripper to the
bracket and the bracket to the quad. This particular design
places the end of the gripper in the closed position about

1/4” above the ground.

Figure 10: Connect the servo from the gripper to your radio
receiver, being sure to get the polarity correct. In this case,

channel 7 was the first one available.
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the setup is relatively simple. We open the radio menu and
go to the settings menu. From there, it’s a long scroll (with
beeps at every button push) to the “Aux Ch” menu. From
there, you scroll to find the desired channel, and press the
left/right arrow buttons to select its function. In this case,
we assign channel 7 to the “PIT TRIM” knob (Figure 11).

Once that’s done and you are back to the home menu,
power-up your quad and twist the assigned knob. Your
claw should open and close. If it doesn’t, recheck the
polarity of the servo plug, the radio settings, and that the
claw isn’t assembled too tightly for the servo to move.

Flight Testing
Now that the gripper was on the quad and working, I

was ready for a flight test. This is where some of the
problems began.

First off, I couldn’t get the gripper to hold onto
anything tightly enough to survive a bench test, much less
takeoff. Here’s where not having any M4 hardware came
back to haunt me. The linkages had enough slop that the
gripper could open about 1/8” or more when in the closed
position. 

The servo also just doesn’t have enough torque to
move the whole assembly when the 6-32 hardware is
tightened down enough to reduce the slop.

This was partially remedied by resetting the servo horn
so that the fully “open” position of the servo was only
about half open on the actual gripper. This means that the
servo had more throw than it needed when closing, and
could help compensate for some of the loose connections.
The main limitation now was the low torque of the servo
and the little mechanical advantage provided by the gripper
design.

Nevertheless, I was finally able to get it to hold a pack
of stickers from my consulting company. I tried hanging the
stickers from a small rope with a piece of plastic hose over
it to give the gripper something rather squishy to hold onto.
It didn’t really have enough leverage to crush the tubing, so
the plain rope turned out to work the best.

I also experimented with the position of the rope in the
gripper, and found that in the hole of the end effector
worked the best (Figure 12). I tried putting it in the gullet
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Figure 12: Holding a rope in the gripper’s hole seemed to work
best in my tests.

Figure 11: Set the channel 7 input to the appropriate knob/switch in
your radio’s menu.
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of the tool, but it would get caught and not release too
often (Figure 13). After some fiddling around, I was able to
hold the packet of stickers, fly a short distance, and drop
them off. Sure, manually positioning the drop point was a
bit tricky, but that’s why we’re going to automate the drops
next month.

Closing Thoughts
Looking back at this build, I’d recommend doing a few

things differently. First, I’d use a different gripper design.
Something like a Mantis gripper (https://www.thingi
verse.com/thing:1480408) would likely be a stronger and
more stable alternative. Another option would be going
back to a simple hook design.

Either way, I would likely use a full-sized servo to get
some more torque at the gripper. Sometimes simple may be
the best! I would also order (and have ordered) the
appropriate set of M4 hardware to have on hand for future
projects.

Thinking of some other novel extensions to this project,
I could imagine a full robotic arm (such as the one shown
at https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:1454048) being
a lot of fun. You would likely need a second receiver,
remote, and operator to handle it though, unless the entire
thing was highly automated. I’d also recommend mounting
the arm below the quad to avoid shredding your payload
and going down in a spectacular crash!

There are some sensors that we could add, including a
force sensor to determine how strong we are gripping
something (say, when retrieving an object remotely using a
drone mounted camera) or some microswitches to give us a
failsafe and simple open/closed feedback.

So, what are you going to carry with your franken-quad
with a gripper? Can you fly skillfully enough to hang a
dipole antenna from a support? Are you going to air-drop a
burger to your favorite SERVO columnist? I’ve got a few

ideas on what to do with our newly equipped quad.
Next month, we’re going to investigate getting the

gripper to automatically release at a given set of
coordinates, and then begin considering some other
potential targeting/control strategies. Until next month, fly
safely. SV

The Multi-Rotor Hobbyist

Figure 13: Placing the rope in the gullet of the end effector
provided the best hold during flight, but also caused the most

release problems.
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For the finest in robots,
parts, and services, go to

www.servomagazine.
com and click on

Robo-Links.
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Five Hobby D-Series Servos

Hitec announces the addition of five new hobby servos
to their advanced popular D-Series group. The

programmable digital D89MW, D145SW, D485HW,
D646WP, and D777MG offer incredible performance and
precision in five distinct sizes, all with 32-bit high resolution,
ultra-response technology, and wide voltage operation. 

The mighty micro-sized D89MW delivers solid power
with a coreless motor. The slim wing D145SW has heavy-
duty steel gears, providing instant torque and holding
power for slim aircraft and glider wings. 

Replacing the standard-size HS-5485HB and HS-5495BH
servos, the sport class D485HW brings faster response and

accuracy to various radio
control needs. 

IP-67 rated with D-Series
enhanced technology, the
D646WP is the perfect
answer to its digital
predecessor, the HS-5646WP.
Hitec’s new low-profile
D777MG servos have evolved
directly from their popular
metal gear HS-7775MG and
HS-8775MG. Pricing starts at
$59.99.

NEW PRODUCTS
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Performance Specifications D89MW D145SW
Operating Voltage Range (volts DC) 4.8V ~ 7.4V 4.8V ~ 7.4V
Speed (second @ 60°) 0.17 ~ 0.11 0.21 ~ 0.14
Maximum Torque Range (oz/in) 74 ~ 118 54 ~ 83
Maximum Torque Range (kg/cm) 5.3 ~ 8.5 3.9 ~ 6.0

Physical Specifications D89MW D145SW
Dimensions (inches/millimeters) 1.14 x 0.51 x 1.18 / 1.18 x 0.39 x 1.45 / 

29.0 x 13.0 x 30.0 30.0 x 10.0 x 37.0
Weight (oz/grams) 0.88 / 25.0 0.84 / 24.0
Circuit Type 32-bit 32-bit

programmable digital programmable digital
Bearing Type Dual ball bearing Dual ball bearing
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For further information, please
contact:

One-Stop Shop 
for Mechatronic 
Components
Explore | Design | Buy Online

Over 100,000 
small mechanical parts

www.sdp-si.com
no minimum requirement

Stock Drive Products
Setting Ideas Into Motion

www.hitecrcd.comHitec
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RUBBED THE ROBOT WAY

What better way to ensure that your massage is exactly
how you always like it than by getting a robot to do

it? That’s now possible, courtesy of a new robo-masseuse
that just started work in Singapore.

Called Expert Manipulative Massage Automation — or
Emma, for short — the robot specializes in back and knee
massages. It’s the third Emma model developed, but the
first to be deployed in the real world. 

Emma works by using smart sensors to work out how
stiff particular muscles and tendons are, and then figuring
out how much pressure needs to be applied to that area.

“This is the first therapeutic massage robot in the
market, actually working to give therapeutic massages to
real patients at a pain-management clinic, such as those
operated by traditional Chinese medicine physicians,” Albert
Zhang, founder of the Singaporean startup, AiTreat and
inventor of Emma, told Digital Trends. 

“Patients who have tried Emma don’t find much
difference between Emma and a human masseuse, because
Emma’s soft silicon tips are heated and shaped similar to the
human thumb and palm. Emma is also able to give a massage
with consistent strength and accuracy — something which
varies between human masseuses, who are also affected by
fatigue.”

Emma’s inventor thinks that it will have a place working
alongside humans — for now — since it can help to free up
human experts to concentrate on other forms of treatments,

such as neck and elbow massages. 
“One of the hardest challenges we faced was to replicate

some of the massage techniques used by a professional
masseuse in traditional Chinese medicine,” Zhang said. “Each
masseuse has their own style of massage, and we had to
program Emma to mimic them as best as she could —
delivering enough strength to penetrate the muscles to relax
them, but yet not too painful for the patient.”

At present, Emma is working at a health clinic in the
Central Business District in Singapore. The clinic rents Emma
for around $2,200 per month, which is similar to the average
pay of a masseuse in Singapore. While that may seem like a lot
for a machine that can only carry out a fraction of what a
human masseuse can do, it could be worth it if it means more
patients coming through the door.

ROBOT RELIEF IN SITE

In a paper entitled Development of Experimental Legged Robot for Inspection and Disaster
Response in Plants, roboticists from Honda R&D showed off the latest prototype of
their disaster relief robot — the E2-DR — at the recent IROS 2017 in Vancouver. 

It’s strong, nimble, and can even get rained on without exploding.
So far, Honda has gotten E2-DR to do the following:

(a) Bipedal walking at 4 km/h
(b) Quadrupedal walking at 2.3 km/h
(c) Stepping over a 200 mm pipe 
(d) Frontal transition between ladder and floor
(e) Sideways transition between ladder and floor
(f) Climbing up 200 mm stairs
(g) Quadrupedal walking through an 800 mm walkway 
(h) Bipedal walking through a 500 mm walkway
(i) Passing through an 800 mm door 
(j) Walking on piled debris
(k) Walking under 26 mm/hour in rain for 20 minutes
(l) Climbing up and down a vertical ladder under 26 mm/h in rain 

bots
IN BRIEF
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I SAY AIBO, YOU SAY aibo

Eighteen years after unveiling its original Aibo robot dog
and 11 years after putting it down, Sony has revived their

pooch using advanced mechatronics and AI to create a cuter,
smarter, and more lifelike version. The new “entertainment
robot” goes by the same name as its predecessor, but it’s
written in lower case this time. (Huh?) The robot itself is
crammed with ultracompact one- and two-axis actuators that
have been specially designed by Sony. 

These actuators enable aibo’s body to move along a total
of 22 axes. This makes for smoother, more natural movements
such as ear and tail wagging, as well as mouth, paw, and body
motions (compared to the original Aibo).

The new robot dog is also equipped with a fisheye
camera in the nose and a second camera near the rear that
both work with sensors to detect and analyze sounds and
images, and help aibo recognize its owner’s faces.
Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) technology
allows aibo to adapt to its environment.

Controlling all of this is a 64-bit quad-core CPU. The
robot’s power consumption is rated at 14 watts and the
battery has a life of about two hours.

According to Izumi Kawanishi, Sony’s senior general

manager of its AI Robotics Business Group, this combination
of sensors and deep learning helps aibo analyze praise,
interpret smiles, and respond to petting, which creates “a
bond with its owners that can grow over time.”

A SIM card connection provides aibo with mobile
Internet access, which Sony plans to extend to connect to
home appliances and devices. Plus, Kawanishi said the
company was also considering educational and personal
assistant applications for aibo, but gave no examples of how
those would work. He added that other entertainment robots
were a possibility in the future.

Whereas the original Aibo was robotic in appearance, the
new aibo is far more dog-like and cuter. Sony has
incorporated an OLED in each eye to enhance its
expressiveness. The robot weighs 2.2 kg and measures 180
mm x 293 mm x 305 mm (width, height, and depth) when
standing.

Sony said it expects aibo to appeal to older customers in
their forties and fifties, as well as to children. The company
sold 150,000 units of the original Aibo before the operation
was closed down. Sony says it hopes to sell at least that
number again, but will need to see how pre-orders turn out
to get a better idea of a sales target.

Kawanishi noted that data concerning the robot’s learned
behaviors can be stored in the cloud,
and if desired, owners can access such
data from other aibos to extend the
behavior of their own pet robots.

The new robot dog doesn’t come
cheap at 198,000 yen (approx.
$1,750). In addition, users must
subscribe to an online plan to get the
full range of aibo features and settings.
These include access to photos taken
by aibo and to an aibo store where
owners can download apps, as well as
a virtual version of aibo they can
control with a smartphone. 

A three-year basic plan costs
90,000 yen or about $800. A support
and care subscription that discounts
repairs by 50 percent is also available
for 54,000 yen ($475).

Sony will start selling aibo in
January 2018, but only in Japan. They’re
waiting to see how aibo does there
before considering selling it overseas.

bots
IN BRIEF
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WEAK IN THE KNEES

Roboticists working on
quadrupedal locomotion usually

spend a lot of time developing control
strategies to make their robots more
robust and adaptable. The idea is that
an advanced controller will let your
robot do things on its own more
effectively, such as choosing the
proper gait for a given task or terrain.

Researchers from Osaka
University in Japan are experimenting
with a different approach — one that
relies on interactions between the
body of a quadruped and its
environment to generate gaits without
any sensors or controllers or really
much of anything besides some
deliberately weak leg motors.

During experiments, the only
thing being changed is the input
voltage to the four DC motors
driving the robot’s legs. The gaits that
the robot generates arise
spontaneously from the interaction

between the ground and the robot’s motors.
The motors are weak enough that they slow

down a bit when there’s a lot of force pushing
on them, causing the robot’s limbs to converge
on a type of movement where the motors are all
synced up with each other. The patterns in which
the motors sync depend on their speed, with
different speeds resulting in different gaits.

WHO LET THE NEW DOG OUT?

Of all the legged robots built in labs all over the
world, few inspire more awe and reverence

than Boston Dynamics’ quadrupeds.
Chinese roboticist, Xing Wang has long been a

fan of BigDog, AlphaDog, Spot, SpotMini, and other
robots that Boston Dynamics has famously
introduced over the years. 

Now Wang (with funding from a Chinese angel
investor) has founded his own robotics company,
called Unitree Robotics; it’s based in Hangzhou,
outside Shanghai. Wang says his plan is making
legged robots as popular and affordable as
smartphones and drones.

Unitree’s first robot is a four-legged robodog
called Laikago, which the company announced
earlier this year.
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HIGH TAIL IT!

The nice thing about making bio-inspired robots is
that while you can take inspiration from biology,

you don’t have to be constrained by it. Lots of
different animals have lots of different adaptations that
make them good at lots of different things.
Unfortunately, there isn’t really one “super animal”
that incorporates all of these adaptations at once.
However, with robots, we can make this happen.

UC Berkeley’s Biomimetic Millisystems Lab,
headed by Ron Fearing, has years of experience
building all kinds of different robotic roaches — many
of which have been modeled fairly closely on actual
roaches. However, their latest roachbot makes a
notable departure from the original insect: It’s got a
tail, which actual cockroaches don’t (thank goodness!),
meaning that it can flip itself over with ease.

Little legged robots like this one have used actuated tails for all kinds of things — most notably mid-air
stabilization and assisting in rapid direction changes while running. At 77.5 grams and 18 centimeters long,
this particular robot — called   VelociRoACH — has been outfitted with a protective polycarbonate shell
for impact protection, along with a minimal actuated tail to flip it over if it falls onto its back.

The tail and shell combine to create a little legged robot that’s super resilient. It can happily bounce
down a flight of stairs and land on the floor, autonomously right itself in about a quarter of a second, and

skitter off again. 
The righting technique is very

reliable, too, as testing showed the
robot to be able to flip over in a
single try on wood, tile, and carpet.
Rocks (both fixed and loose) were
a bit tricker, with success rates
dropping to 80 percent, but since
the robot can just try again with
minimal expenditure of time and
energy, 80 percent is good enough. 

EDIBLE? INCREDIBLE!

Researchers have long been trying to make
electronics that are safe to eat. These include

edible transistors, sensors, batteries, electrodes, and
capacitors, which (if you put them together) make up
most of an edible robot. What’s been missing so far
has been the thing that makes a robot distinct from a
computing system, and that’s an edible actuator that
would allow an ingestible robot to actually do
something useful once you’ve swallowed it. Until now
thanks to researchers from EPFL’s Laboratory of
Intelligent Systems, headed by Dario Floreano.
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Shortly after successfully building the ROV_Manatee — a
remotely controlled underwater vehicle (see SERVO March
2016) — the thought of an underwater ROV built like a
quadcopter came to mind. For a period of time, I explored this
with the idea of using bilge pump motors to turn the four
propellers. Later, with more exploration of various underwater
designs, I decided to employ the same type of brushless
motors used in quadcopters, and named the project
Quad_ROV.
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Make a Splash with 
an Underwater

Quadcopter ROV

Part 1
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Introduction and
Description

The new design adds a layer of
complexity since electronic speed
controllers (ESCs) must be used to
drive the brushless motors. The
question of using the brushless
motors underwater didn’t seem to
be much of a problem since (without
the brushes) there is not much to
short out underwater. These motors
do have a bearing that could
potentially develop a problem, but
given the motors only cost a few
dollars each, replacement is a simple
solution for any issues that develop.

I gave the inside motor coils and
connections an extra coating of
urethane varnish made for electrical coils for some extra
protection. A little oil on the bearing casing and the iron
laminated stators inside the brushless motors reduces the
problem of rust.

Model boat propellers were obtained that mated with
the brushless motors. Traxxas makes propellers in both right
and left hand propeller screws; numbers 1533 and 1534.
Racerstar BR2205 brushless motors were used that come in
both CW (clockwise) and CCW (counterclockwise) models. 

The CW model comes with a normal (right hand)
metric 5 mm thread for propeller attachment, while the
CCW models have a left hand metric 5 mm thread.

Unfortunately, both Traxxas 1533 and 1534 have
normal right hand CW threads for attaching to the shaft of
a motor. Motors like this (sold in groups of four) will have
two each of the CW and CCW threads. If you can’t
purchase motors with right hand threads individually, you
may have to purchase two groups of four to get four with
right hand threads.

The first thing I assembled was a 450 mm quadcopter
frame. Several companies make these kits, and basically
provide you with a nice inexpensive platform to begin
assembly. They can be found on Amazon, eBay, and several
radio control websites.

The four motors are mounted onto the end of the arms
of the frame, except they are mounted upside down from
what is normal. Boat propellers push, while aircraft
propellers pull. Many current versions of the quadcopter kit
have a foot attached just underneath the motor mount; this
will need to be cut off so the brushless motors can be
mounted.

To reduce vibrations, the circular mounting plates are
not used, and 1/4 inch thick Neoprene rubber is employed
instead. The Adafruit 9-DOF (degrees of freedom) sensor
board is quite sensitive to vibrations, as are most inertial

measurement devices. 
The arms across from each other

have their motors turning in the
opposite direction, and the motors of
each arm turn in the same direction.
With right and left hand propellers,
all four propellers will be pushing the
Quad_ROV upwards. This
configuration is called Quad-X; refer
to Figure 1.

Attached to the bottom center
plate of the frame kit is a 6 x 6 x 4
inch waterproof plastic junction box:
a Cantex 5133710. These are
normally used for wire connections
outside a house or underground, and
are fitted with a cover containing a
rubber gasket. 

This box houses the printed
circuit board (PCB) which mounts the Teensy 3.1
microcontroller; four ESC units; the Adafruit 9-DOF sensor
board; an Adafruit servo driver board; multiplexer circuit;
five volt regulator; headers for connections between parts;
a pressure sensor; and a miniature NTSC video camera, as
well as other parts and all the needed connections.

This size box works quite well for fitting all the parts

By Theron Wierenga
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Figure 1. The Quad-X configuration.

To post comments on this article and find any associated files 
and/or downloads, go to www.servomagazine.com/index.php/magazine/issue/2017/12.

How a Quadcopter 
Moves in Space

A quadcopter's four propellers are arranged so that
two turn in one direction and two in the opposite
direction.

From Newton's Third Law, we know that if all four
propellers were turning clockwise, the quadcopter would
spin counterclockwise. With two turning in each direction,
the spin is cancelled out.

If all four motors turn at the same speed, the
quadcopter will rise, hover, or lower, depending on the
motor speed.

If motors 0 and 1 are decreased in speed while
motors 2 and 3 are increased in speed, the quadcopter
will pitch forward and move in the forward direction.
Reversing this will cause the quadcopter to pitch
backward and move backward.

If motors 1 and 2 are decreased in speed while
motors 0 and 4 are increased in speed, the quadcopter
will roll to the right and move in the right direction.
Reversing this will cause the quadcopter to roll left and
move left.

If motors 1 and 3 are decreased in speed while
motors 0 and 2 are increased in speed, the quadcopter
will yaw to the left and rotate to the left. Reversing this
will cause the quadcopter to yaw right and rotate right.

This gives us four DOF of motion. As space consists
of three dimensions, we could navigate the quadcopter,
for example, without using yaw. However, it is convenient
to be able to rotate the quadcopter, and yaw is usually
included in the quadcopter's controls.
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inside. I tried a 4 x 4 x 4 inch box, and while I could
squeeze everything inside, working with it was just too
difficult. With a custom designed PCB, a 4 x 4 x 4 inch box
could probably be used.

When I designed the PCB, many additional general-
purpose pads were added to accommodate additional
circuitry. This worked very well when changes were
necessary as the design progressed. 

The pin-compatible Teensy 3.2 has replaced the Teensy
3.1, but since I had a Teensy 3.1 on hand, I used it. The
additional program space and clock speed (compared to
some of the Arduino models) were helpful with this
project.

The Quad_ROV includes an onboard video camera
with a standard NTSC video signal sent back up the tether
on a twisted pair. This NTSC signal then connects to an
RCA style jack mounted on the joystick controller box. 

This is a very simple and inexpensive 12 volt camera,
available in many styles on eBay or Amazon as well as other
vendors.

The style I chose has a small sensor and lens mounted
on a 1-1/2 inch square PCB that makes mounting it easy.
This camera was selected because there’s not a steel case
to magnetically interfere with the Adafruit 9-DOF. This
camera is simply an aid when moving the Quad_ROV
underwater since the image is not high quality.

If higher quality video is desired, something like a
watertight GoPro camera can be easily attached to the top
platform of the Quad_ROV.

Construction
The 450 mm quadcopter frame kit was assembled

according to the supplied instructions. I used stainless steel
screws in place of the ones supplied, and used Loctite Blue
Threadlocker on all the screws when assembling the frame. 

As mentioned previously, the circular motor mounting
plates weren’t used and 1/4 inch thick Neoprene rubber
was substituted. Vibration can be a real problem for the
sensors, and this greatly reduces vibration from the motors.

The motors are mounted upside down from a normal
quadcopter (since the boat propellers push instead of pull
as previously mentioned). 

A 1/4 inch thick piece of expanded PVC measuring 6 x
2-3/8 inches was screwed to the bottom piece of the
quadcopter frame. This piece then has two holes that allow
1/4 - 20 bolts to attach the plastic junction box. Stainless
steel screws were used throughout (see Figures 2 and 3).

To reduce vibration between the arms and the junction
box, three layers of 1/4 inch Neoprene rubber were used;
one between the bolt head and washer and expanded
PVC; one between the expanded PVC and junction box (as
wide as the expanded PVC and the full length between the
bolts); and one between the junction box and nut with
washer.

Added to the top of the arms at the ends is a set of
four 1/8 inch expanded PVC pieces attached above the
motors. The ends were rounded, so these serve as
propeller blade guards to prevent the propellers from
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Figure 2. Top of the 450 mm quadcopter frame, before motor mount
disks were replaced with Neoprene rubber.

Figure 3. Bottom of the 450 mm quadcopter frame, showing 1/4 inch
expanded PVC measuring 6 x 2-3/8 inches.
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hitting anything underwater.
The plastic junction box is pierced in several places and

its watertight integrity is an absolute must. I began by
drilling four sets of three holes in each box corner near the
frame arms, at the bottom of the box. The box is mounted
upside down with its cover facing down. Each hole had the
base of a female bullet connector installed, with number 16
wire soldered into it that connects to the brushless motors.
The female connector end sticks outside the corners of the
box and the open end is flush with the inside of the box.

A liberal amount of marine epoxy holds the bullet
connector in place and makes a watertight seal. Marine
epoxy was also used to coat the solder joints on the wires
from the bullets outside to the motor wires. The three
mating male bullet connectors are soldered to the end of
the three output wires of the ESCs. This makes
disconnecting the ESC wires and removing the main PCB

from the box easy. Switching two of the wires to reverse
the direction of a brushless motor is also convenient with
the bullet style connectors.

Half of a 1/2 inch threaded PVC coupling is also
epoxied into a one inch hole on the backside of the box to
mate with the end of the tether, which goes through a 1/2
inch PVC plug and is filled with marine epoxy. The tether
was made from a 50 foot extension cord and 50 feet of
Cat 5 cable. Screwing a 1/2 inch thick piece of Plexiglas
against a rectangular hole in the front of the box makes a
window for the NTSC camera. A rubber gasket between the
two makes this watertight.

The last penetration of the box is for the pressure
sensor, which uses 1/4 inch NPT threads. A 7/16 hole was
drilled in the box and then threaded with a 1/4 inch NPT
tap. Again, a rubber gasket on the inside with a washer
makes the watertight seal.
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Calibrating the ESCs

The instructions that came with the ESCs described
how to calibrate them using a radio control transmitter
(as when doing this for a traditional quadcopter). Here is
my translation for doing it, demonstrated with a simple
Teensy 3.1 program.

Figure A is the circuit to be used with this program.
Be sure to connect a brushless motor to the ESC as
that's what creates the output tones. Do not connect the
12 volts to the ESC until the program outputs "Connect
12 volts to ESC."

// Quad_ROV_Calibration
// This program calibrates one to four ESC 
// units
// Written by Theron Wierenga, September 2017
// Note that this program uses the Adafruit 
// Servo Driver Board

// Define the maximum and minimum values to use 
// in calibration 
#define MAX_SIGNAL 375 // This = 2005 uSec
#define MIN_SIGNAL 188 // This = 1005 uSec

// Include the needed libraries
#include <Wire.h>
#include <Adafruit_PWMServoDriver.h>

// Called this way, it uses the default
address 
// 0x40
Adafruit_PWMServoDriver pwm =
Adafruit_PWMServoDriver();

void setup()
{

Serial.begin(115200);
Serial.println("Starting"); 
pinMode(13, OUTPUT);
// Setup PWM
pwm.begin();
pwm.setPWMFreq(50);                  
// Analog servos run at ~50 Hz updates
pwm.setPWM(0, 0, MAX_SIGNAL);        
// Set outputs 0 - 4 to max throttle
pwm.setPWM(1, 0, MAX_SIGNAL);
pwm.setPWM(2, 0, MAX_SIGNAL);

pwm.setPWM(3, 0, MAX_SIGNAL);
Serial.println("Sending MAX_SIGNAL");
digitalWrite(13, HIGH);              
// LED on denotes Teensy or Arduino sending 
// MAX_SIGNAL
delay(3000);
Serial.println("Connect 12 volts to ESC");
Serial.println("Should hear a BEEP BEEP 
signal");
delay(7000);
digitalWrite(13, LOW);               
// LED off denotes Teensy or Arduino sending 
// MIN_SIGNAL
pwm.setPWM(0, 0, MIN_SIGNAL);        
// Set outputs 0 - 4 to min throttle
pwm.setPWM(1, 0, MIN_SIGNAL);
pwm.setPWM(2, 0, MIN_SIGNAL);
pwm.setPWM(3, 0, MIN_SIGNAL);
Serial.println("Sending MIN_SIGNAL");
Serial.println("Should hear several BEEP

BEEPs for battery size, then LONG BEEP if
success");

delay(7000);
while(true) {}  // Loop forever, remove wires

}

void loop()
{
}

Figure A. ESC calibration circuit.
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The box cover comes with a lightweight gasket; this
was replaced with one cut to shape from 1/8 inch thick
rubber. When the cover is screwed tightly down, the plastic
cover bends slightly at the corners which does not give a
good seal. This was remedied by placing a 6-3/4 inch
square piece of 1/4 inch aluminum on top of the plastic
cover with matching holes. The holes for the sheet metal
type screws attaching the cover were drilled out and
tapped for larger 10-24 machine screws.

The entire Quad_ROV is quite buoyant and needs
additional weight for ballast. For testing, I duct taped
together a group of 3-1/4 inch ceramic tiles. A square of
four of these matches the box cover size nicely. Several
layers of these squares duct taped together were
temporarily attached to the box with two bungee cords. For
a more permanent solution, a 6-3/4 inch square of thick
aluminum would work well.

With four matching screw holes aligned with the top
cover, this would serve double-duty by also flattening the
plastic box cover for a good seal. I found that using just
enough weight to make the Quad_ROV negatively buoyant
was not enough and led to instability. The Quad_ROV
needs a little extra weight to help with stability, and this
weight needs to be centered at the bottom of the box

(against the cover) to keep a low center of gravity.
I found five layers of the 3-1/4 inch ceramic tiles

provided the right weight. Iron or steel should not be used
for ballast, as this would affect the magnetic sensor in the
Adafruit 9-DOF sensor. In addition, non-magnetic stainless
steel screws and nuts (as well as nylon) were used
throughout this project.

ESC Basics
Driving the ESC controllers with a Teensy 3.1 takes a

special work-around. Normally, a sophisticated flight control
board drives the ESCs on a quadcopter.

There are two things of absolute necessity to keep in
mind when using ESCs. First, the ESCs must be calibrated,
and second, the ESCs must only be powered on after servo
signals set to the minimum value are sent to the ESCs. This
minimum servo signal is detected immediately by the ESCs.

The throttle to the ESCs is controlled by a traditional
servo signal. This signal typically varies from a 1,000
microsecond (one millisecond) pulse every 20 milliseconds
to a 2,000 microsecond pulse every 20 milliseconds. This
varying one to two millisecond pulse drives the output of
the ESCs from minimum to maximum throttle.

As with most servos, the exact values for minimum and
maximum output vary slightly and need to be tested. I
found my ESCs did not shut down at exactly one
millisecond. These values can also change depending on the
setting of the calibration values.

If you power the Teensy 3.1 and the ESCs at the same
time, it takes a second or two for the Teensy 3.1 to begin
sending servo signals to the ESC. This results in the ESC
being powered up in error mode and non-functioning.

On the previous design for the ROV_Manatee, I used a
12 volt automotive relay turned on with a Hall effect switch
to power the system after the enclosure for the electronics
was water sealed. Relays produce a magnetic field that will
interfere with the operation of the flight sensors, so this is
not an option for delaying power to the ESCs. Instead, a
quad two-input multiplexer (74LS157) was used. One set of
four inputs of the multiplexer are tied together and
connected to a simple 555 timer circuit carefully tuned to
produce the minimum servo signal.

When the Teensy 3.1, ESCs, multiplexer, and 555 timer
are all powered up at the same time, the ESCs will
immediately receive the minimum servo signal and power-
up correctly. After the Teensy 3.1 has had a few seconds to
power up, it switches the multiplexer inputs to receive the
varying servo signals from the Adafruit servo driver board
for normal control.

The 555 timer circuit shown in Figure 4 uses two
additional diodes to produce a 50 Hz pulse with duty cycle
less than 50%. The diodes assure that the charge current
for the 4.7 µF capacitor only goes through the 2K variable
resistor, while the discharge current goes through the 20K
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variable resistor. The 2K resistor is adjusted until the positive
pulse is about one millisecond long, and the 20K resistor is
adjusted until the pulse frequency is 50 Hz or 20
milliseconds.

An easy way to do this is to use an Arduino to measure
the pulse width. A simple program like the following will
read the one millisecond pulse. The output will be printed
to the Arduino serial monitor in microseconds and should
read about 1,000. The output from pin 3 on the 555 timer
needs to be connected to pin 2 on the Arduino, along with
a common ground wire between the two.

// Read pulses
unsigned long width;
void setup()
{

Serial.begin(115200);
pinMode(2, INPUT);

}

void loop()
{

width = pulseIn(2, HIGH);
Serial.print(“Width = “)
Serial.println(width);
delay(1000);

}

If the HIGH parameter in the pulseIn() function
is changed to LOW, it will read the time between
the high going pulses; this should be about 19,000
microseconds. Refer to Figure 5. The block diagram
in Figure 6 shows an Adafruit servo driver board
being used to send the servo signals to the ESCs via
the 74LS157 multiplexer. Why not simply use the
Servo library available for an Arduino or Teensy 3.1?

The answer is that using Serial3 on the Teensy
3.1 and the Servo library at the same time can
sometimes cause problems. Instead, the Adafruit
servo driver board is a simple workaround. It will
send out the servo signals, and is controlled through
the I2C interface that uses pins A4 and A5 on the
Teensy 3.1. Adafruit provides a library for using this
board, and a method to send out a servo signal looks
like this:

pwm.setPWM(0, 0, motors[0]);

The first number in the parameter list is the channel
number which is 0-15; although, only 0-3 is used for the
four motors. The second number is the start of the pulse
and is typically 0. The third number is the time the pulse
ends, and can range from 0-4095, which is why they state
the board has 12-bit resolution. Here’s an example. In
setup(), we initialize the object and then declare the pulse
frequency, which for a servo is 50 Hz:

pwm.begin();
pwm.setPWMFreq(50); 

A 50 Hz pulse is 20 milliseconds long, and we divide
this into 4096 parts. If we want a pulse length of one
millisecond, this is 1/20 of 4096 = 204.8. Therefore, our
third parameter, motors[0] should be equal to 205.

Actually, this method gives only an approximation of
the output length. The actual measured output using 205
produces a 1.096 millisecond pulse. The simple program
here will produce a table of servo pulse widths for given
values of the third parameter in the pwm.setPWM() call.
The output can be copied to a document and then used as
a reference.

// Printing out Pulse Widths of Arduino Servo 
// Driver
// Written for Teensy 3.1, 3.2 by Theron 
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Figure 5. Block diagram of a traditional quadcopter.

Figure 4. The 555 timer circuit used to
produce the minimum servo signal.

Figure 6. Block diagram of
the Quad_ROV, with

changes to power-up the
ESCs.
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// Wierenga
// January 2017

// Connect output 0 of Adafruit Servo Driver to 
// pin 9 of Teensy 3.1/3.2
// Connect ground of Adafruit Servo Driver
//  to ground of Teensy 3.1/3.2

// pin A5 of Teensy 3.1/3.2

// Connect SDA of Adafruit Servo Driver to
// pin A4 of Teensy 3.1/3.2

#define SERVOMIN  100 
// this is the ‘minimum’ pulse length 
// count (out of 4096)
#define SERVOMAX  400 
// this is the ‘maximum’ pulse length 
// count (out of 4096)
// 
#include <Wire.h>
#include <Adafruit_PWMServoDriver.h>

// Called this way, it uses the default 
// address 0x40
Adafruit_PWMServoDriver pwm = Adafruit_
PWMServoDriver();
int width;

void setup() {
delay(5000);

pwm.begin();
pwm.setPWMFreq(50);     
// Analog servos run at ~50 
// Hz updates 
pinMode(9, INPUT);
Serial.begin(115200);
Serial.println(“Starting”);
Serial.println();

}
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Figure 7. Current draw of a brushless motor
with boat propeller attached.

Figure 9. Quad_ROV schematic.
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void loop() {
for (int param = SERVOMIN; 
param <= SERVOMAX ; param++)
{

pwm.setPWM(0, 0, param);
delay(100);
width = pulseIn(9, HIGH);
Serial.print(“param = “);
Serial.print(param);
Serial.print(“   “);
Serial.print(“pulse width 
= “);
Serial.println(width);

}
while (true) {} // Stop

}

There is another issue that needs to be addressed
when using boat propellers on the brushless motors. These
propellers are turning in water, so they produce a much
greater resistance than those turning in air. Therefore, the
brushless motors draw more current.

Figure 7 is a graph of the current draw of a brushless
motor with a boat propeller
attached. Servo signals from 1,122
to 1,325 microseconds were sent to
the brushless motor and the current
draw recorded. 

While air screw propellers can
be driven up to the full servo signal
of 2,000 microseconds, the graph
shows that it starts to exceed the
maximum current rating of 10 amps
on the brushless motors at much
less than 2,000 microseconds.
Therefore, it is necessary to reduce
the maximum servo signal so as not
to exceed the current rating of the
brushless motors.

Referring to Figure 8, note that
the ESC has three wires the same
color to connect to the brushless
motor. They can be connected in
any order, and switching two of the
wires will turn the brushless motor
in the opposite direction. 

The opposite end of the ESC
has a red and black wire to connect
to the battery (I used a 12 volt
sealed lead acid battery) and a
three-wire servo connector. You
MUST DISCONNECT THE RED WIRE
on the servo connector to the ESCs.
I did this on the PCB; i.e., that
header pin is not connected to
anything.

Many ESCs use the red wire to
provide five volts to other circuitry

on a quadcopter. If this wire is connected to other circuitry
in our Quad_ROV and you apply 12 volts to the ESC, it may
destroy that circuitry. The Teensy 3.1 only needs the data
line and ground of this connector to operate the ESC.

Sensors
The Quad_ROV needs to be able to determine its

position in space. For this task, I chose the Adafruit 9-DOF
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Figure 8. ESC temporarily connected to a brushless motor for calibration and testing.

Figure 10. Front view of the Quad_ROV, looking into the video window.

Figure 11. Quad_ROV with temporary ballast held in place with bungee cords. An inexpensive
knockoff GoPro is attached to the top frame.
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board. Using the software Adafruit supplies for this board,
it’s a fairly simple matter to read off the pitch and roll
angles directly in degrees, as well as the yaw or compass
heading. These values are then compared to the desired
values by the PID controllers and used to drive the brushless
motors. As with many inertial measurement devices, the
Adafruit 9-DOF is sensitive to vibration. Instead of directly
mounting this sensor on the PCB, it’s suspended by small
rubber bands from four stainless steel or nylon machine
screws.

Double-sided foam tape was used to attach three small
ceramic tile squares to the bottom of the Adafruit 9-DOF to
give it added mass. This improves its inertia and resistance
to vibration. Since the main PCB gets inverted when the box
is mounted to the arms, the Adafruit 9-DOF is mounted
upside down. The depth is measured by a pressure sensor
— the output connected to pin A0. A word of caution on
pressure sensors. eBay has a large number of these
inexpensively priced, and after purchasing a couple, I found
that they could not be used in water. Some vendors are
now adding a warning about this, but not all.

After using these inexpensive models in water, I noted
rust coming from inside the pressure opening and the

readings were in
error. These
pressure sensors are
meant for
automotive use with
oil or fuel — not
water. I ended up
using a Honeywell
50 PSI PX2AN1XX
050PAAAX.

This pressure
sensor outputs an
analog five volt
signal. A resistor
voltage divider can
be used to bring
this value down to
3.3 volts for input
into the Teensy 3.1,
thus extending its
range. There are
pads on the PCB for
a fixed resister
(4.7K) and 10-turn
variable resistor (2K)
voltage divider; the
output is fed to pin
A1. Whatever
pressure sensor is
used, be sure to
test it at measured
depths so that you
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Figure 13. View of the PCB from the right side. Figure 14. View of the PCB from the front.

Figure 15. View of the PCB from the left side. Figure 16. View of the PCB from the back.

Figure 12. Looking down at the PCB in the box with all
connections in place.
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can scale its output. The full schematic of the Quad_ROV is
shown in Figure 9.

Figures 13 through 16 show each side of the controller
development board. The tangle of wires was difficult to
work with. The four- and six-pin jumpers used were 20
centimeters long, and the full length of the servo cable on
the ESCs was not reduced in length. Shorter jumpers would
have helped.

The three short power leads from the ESCs with bullet
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Figure 18. Inside the joystick controller box.

Figure 17. Joystick controller box.

Ready for robotics?  The smart little ActivityBot 360° Robot Kit (#32600) can get 
you started and take you a long way.  It is easy to program visually with BlocklyProp, 

breadboard, then make DIY sensor systems so your robot can navigate on its own.

Order at www.parallax.com or call  888-512-1024
 

I 
Chromebooks too!

NE
W!ActivityBot 360

ROBOT KIT      $199
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connector ends worked quite well with each set of three in
a corner near the female bullet connectors epoxied into the
box corners.

Joystick Controller
For a period of time, I considered using a Playstation

Dualshock 4 controller. It has the
two joysticks that are needed, as
well as a large number of other
buttons that could be assigned
special tasks. Plus, it’s ergonomic.
However, this adds a whole
additional layer of interface and
programming complexity to the
interface.

Using two simple miniature
joysticks — each incorporating a
single switch that will be read by
an Arduino Nano — is a much
simpler solution. The Arduino
Nano reading the joysticks will
talk directly to the Teensy 3.1 in
the Quad_ROV through 50 feet
of twisted pair. Additionally, it
was easy to add an LCD display
to the controller box for data
display and feedback.

The circuit for reading the
joysticks is fairly simple, and was
mounted in a plastic project box
measuring 200 x 120 x 75
millimeters. This is large enough
to mount the two joysticks and

have room for a 20x4
character LCD display.

The LCD display comes
with an I2C interface, making
connection to the Arduino very
easy. The first version of the
joystick controller software was
written to read the joysticks
and then send the data to the
controller board in the
Quad_ROV, and write the data
values to the LCD. Later —
because of intermittent loose
connections on the headers on
the controller board — the data
was first sent to the controller
board, and then the controller
board echoed the data back to
the joystick controller board
which then displayed it on the
LCD.

By echoing the data back to the joystick controller,
there is assurance that the data was received correctly.
While a nine volt battery clip appears in Figure 18, this was
later replaced by six AA batteries which provide longer
battery life. The 19200 baud serial signal sent by the
joystick controller is a five volt signal. The Teensy 3.1 can
only output a 3.3 volt signal. 

To bring the Teensy 3.1
serial signal up to five volts,
the output line was passed
though one of the bus
transceiver lines of the
74LS245.

That’s a Wrap
This ends the first

installment. The basics of
construction have been
covered, so in the next
issue, we will begin with an
improved PCB design and
circuit. 

We will also cover the
PID controllers, the
software running the
Quad_ROV, some
suggestions for
improvements, and a Parts
List. The PCB layout and all
software can be found in
the associated files and
downloads at the article
link. SV

Figure 19. Schematic of the
joystick controller.

Figure 20.
Flowchart of
the joystick
controller
software.
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My goal is to develop a wheeled robot that
carries sensors to detect and track moving
objects at ranges beyond what is possible
with ultrasonic modules. The robot will be

able to communicate data about objects it’s tracking with
other robots wirelessly. Figure 1 shows an FPGA controlled
Whippersnapper Runt Rover™ that has driven itself to a
heading of magnetic east under control of an ARTY FPGA
board and a GY-271 compass module. Using an FPGA to
control the navigation of the vehicle is one of the first small
pieces of my idea for a robot that can track objects using a
small microwave radar.

I plan to use a modified HB100 microwave sensor to be
the search sensor on the platform, and to find a second
sensor that could be directed to track an object (say, a
hobby drone) at distances of 20 meters. The wireless link to
share the robot’s position and tracking data will use
nRF24L01p modules and leverage previously created Verilog
code. The Si7020/Si1145 sensor that originally prompted

creation of the I2C interface would be an auxiliary sensor
providing environmental data.

To create a robotic system like this, I need to solve a
variety of problems related to navigation, radar processing,
communication, and sensor fusion using an available ARTY
FPGA board (Xilinx XC7A35T-1LI low power FPGA). After
some experimentation with the HB100 and the nRF24L01p
to convince myself the idea was feasible, I decided on a
basic wheeled platform (the Whippersnapper), and came
up with the block diagram shown in Figure 2.

In a previous series (August-
October 2017), I developed an I2C
interface for an Si7020/Si1145
connection to a sensor board.
Beyond the use of the sensor, the
idea was to show how FPGAs
(field-programmable gate arrays)
can be used in robotics, and how
the I2C interface that was created
could be used for other
peripherals. The Verilog interface
code was written to be as small,
modular, and as low power as
possible, and is re-used in this
navigation design.

A ROBOT
NAVIGATION
MODULE
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WITH A MAGNETIC
COMPASS and

ARTY™ FPGA BOARD

Figure 1. FPGA controlled robot aligned to magnetic east.

By Steven Howell
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For this system, one of the
most basic functions is to
determine the orientation of
the vehicle relative to magnetic
north, and to control the wheel
motors to be able to command
vehicle heading. The magnetic
heading data from the
navigation block will also be
necessary to orient the HB100
microwave radar, and cue the
planned tracking sensor.

The portion of the logic
diagram enclosed in orange
dashes was a good point to
start work because I had the
L9110 and GY-271 modules
available (ADXL345 on order),
and navigation data will be
fundamentally important to the
system. The yellow dashed lines
enclose the I2C interface logic
that was previously developed
and will be re-used in the
navigation system.

GY-271 Module/HMC5883L
Magnetic Compass

The sensor on the GY-271 module is the HMC5883L.
After it’s initialized, it provides 16-bit values (signed; 2’s
complement) that are the magnetic field strength in the X,
Y, and Z planes. If it’s assumed that the sensor will be
rotated in a level plane (Z axis pointed straight up; robot on
a level surface), it can be expected to output X and Y plane
field values that will approximate those shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 shows the relation of the X, Y, and Z axes to
the HMC5883L chip, and the expected readings when the
chip is rotated in a level plane free of magnetic
interference. (As a later project, I would develop a module
to correct the HMC5883L readings for tilt angle, but would
temporarily treat the readings as though the device was

level to the horizon.)
The right side of Figure 3 is reproduced from the very

good discussion in the Three-Axis Digital Compass IC
HMC5883L User Guide from Honeywell, p. 24.

As the HMC5883L is rotated around its Z axis, reading
back the field strength values allows the user to determine
when the X or Y axis of the HMC5883L is aligned with the
local magnetic field lines. The arctangent of any pair of X
and Y values can also be computed to determine the
instantaneous pointing angle of the chip. It’s not necessary
to determine true north, or even to correct for magnetic
deviation. Having a reliable reproducible way to orient the
vehicle and the microwave sensor to the local field lines is
sufficient for my purposes.

I plan to use the HMC5883L as shown in Figure 4,
though this first navigation project will be simpler.
Eventually, the magnetic sensor will be on a rotating
platform aligned with the HB100 microwave module so that
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Figure 2. FPGA control
logic diagram.

Figure 3. HMC5883L axes and interference free measurements.

To post comments on this article and find any associated files and/or downloads, go to
www.servomagazine.com/index.php/magazine/issue/2017/12.
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it can provide HB100
target azimuth data to the
FPGA, and also periodically
align with the axis of the
wheeled platform to
provide a magnetic vehicle
heading. An optical
encoder will indicate the
moment when the rotating
platform aligns with the
vehicle so that the FPGA
logic can select the correct

heading values.
To start using the HMC5883L, I

modified the I2C code. I had to
include initialization values (see
sidebar for explanation) and to
read back the 16-bit X, Y, and Z
field strengths. Before computing
the arctangent on the X and Y
values, I needed to account for
distortions in the magnetic field.
The HMC5883L User Guide (p. 25)
provided the method and formulas
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Figure 5. Calibration method to determine offset and scale factor values (HMC5883L).

Figure 4. Rotating GY-271 modules
(HMC5883L) provides pointing
angle and vehicle heading.

Initializing the Honeywell
HMC5883L Three-Axis Digital
Compass

The HMC5883L magnetic sensing IC used on the GY-
271 module gives the navigation logic a way to measure
magnetic field strengths and determine magnetic
headings with 1-2 degrees of accuracy. To use the sensor,
the FPGA logic needs to initialize/control the device
through its registers. The device is configured by writes
to two registers (configuration A/B), and data is read back
via six registers (X/Y/Z MSB and LSB registers). The
device’s register list is shown in Figure A.

The meaning of each bit field in the two
configuration registers is shown on pages 11-12 of
Reference 1. For the purpose of navigation and sensor
support (where the magnetic azimuth will be provided to
the microwave sensor), the best choice of operation is a
continuous measurement mode with a fast update rate
(75 Hz).

The FPGA logic uses a small I2C core to communicate
with the device. The particular register addresses, sub
addresses, and data that will be communicated to the
sensor are defined in the i2c_rom.v file. The first line in
i2c_rom.v is a dummy write to clear the read/write
pointer. The next three lines (shown in Figure B) do the
actual initialization of the A, B, and Mode registers

The highlighted eight bits (read from left to right) are
bits that will be written into the configuration A register.
They are CRA7 (default, clear to 0), MA[1:0], DO[2:0], and
MS[1:0]. The MA bits select the number of magnetic field
samples that are averaged to provide a measurement (set
to “11” = 8 samples per output). The DO bits select the
data output rate (set to “110” = 75 Hz output rate). The MS

bits determine whether a bias is applied for self-test, but
are not used in this design.

To modify initialization, the eight-bit values in
i2c_rom.v can be altered, or additional lines can be added
(and the hex address values changed). To make sure that
the additional lines are written to the HMC5883L by the
I2C state machine, it would also be necessary to change
the localparams called SETUP_5883_START and
SETUP_5883_END that appear in the top_HMC5883L.v
module.

There are two additional lines in the i2c_rom.v file
that command a read of the status register, and a read of
the six bytes of the X, Y, and Z measured values.
Additional commands, reads, etc., can be added on new
lines. The localparams called HMC5883_READ and
HMC_5883_READ_END would need to be modified for the
added lines to be used by the state machine.

Figure B. Initialization ROM contents.

Figure A. HMC5883L register list.
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summarized in Figure 5 for calculating scale factors
and an offset to correct my raw results. Additional
corrections for tilt will be included later, but for now,
the offset values and scale factors are sufficient.
Once calibration was complete, I use the Xoff and
Yoff values to correct incoming magnetic values,
normalize them, and find the azimuth of the GY-271
module by computing the arctangent of the X/Y
ratios.

The calibration operations shown in Figure 5
require a divide and a multiply. Additionally, the
computation of the arctangent using the Xilinx
CORDIC (Coordinate Rotation Digital Computer Core)
requires that the inputs be normalized to a unit circle
(another division operation). This meant I would use
a divider core, at least one multiplier, and a CORDIC
core from the Xilinx library to do the
division/multiplication and compute the arctangent.
(These cores are free and are already included in the
Xilinx Vivado tools.)

Since HMC5883L calibration happens before the
operational values would start being sent to the CORDIC
core, I planned to timeshare the divider. I would use the
divider block during calibration to perform the operations in
Figure 5, and when calibration was finished, I would
change the divider inputs to the (corrected) operational X
and Y values. The resulting divider outputs (the normalized
values) would then go to the CORDIC. The multiplication to
get the Xoff/Yoff results could be done with a simple
multiply and shift of bits in Verilog. So, I would write that
directly in code.

To keep myself organized, I created a block diagram of
how I wanted the different modules within the navigation
block to interact, and included a motor control module to
control the individual DC motors for the wheels. The
modules that I have not written yet (but know will
eventually be part of the navigation function) are shown in
dashed purple. Figure 6 shows the Verilog file names for
each block. The highest level of Verilog hierarchy is the
navigation module “navigation.v.”

After initialization and calibration are complete, the
state machine logic in top_HMC5883L.v reverts to
correcting the raw X and Y values streaming in to the
FPGA. (These field strength values will be normalized and
sent to the CORDIC in order to get an angle value in
radians.) Although the CORDIC can be optimized in various
ways, the settings I chose from the Xilinx IP library (that is,
“coarse rotation” is not selected at the bottom of Figure 7)
meant that the X and Y inputs are restricted to lie within
the PI/4 to –PI/4 range of the unit circle.

To meet this requirement, the logic compares the signs
and magnitudes of the corrected (but not yet normalized) X
and Y values, and determines what quadrant of the unit

circle contain the values. For values that don’t lie in the /4
to –/4 range, the logic swaps and/or negates X and Y.
This has the effect of rotating the values into the proper
/4 to –/4 range required by the CORDIC. (When the
rotation is made, a value called the extra_angle is stored to
be applied to the output of the CORDIC to rotate the result
back into the proper quadrant.)

The manipulated X and Y values are then applied to
the dividend/divisor inputs of the normalizing divider, and
then sent into the CORDIC. The CORDIC produces a result
in radians that is added to the stored value in the
extra_angle register to get a meaningful final result.
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Figure 6.
Navigation

module
connectivity

and source
file names.

Figure 7. Xilinx
CORDIC
customization
settings.
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The logic for these operations was one of the items I
spent a while to understand. The situation is shown in
Figure 8, and the Verilog code that makes the quadrant
determination and manipulates the dividend, divisor, and
extra_angle registers appears in lines 165-192 of the
top_HMC5883L.v module. Notice that the naming of the
quadrants in Figure 8 is arbitrary. 

Whew! After all the work, the end result is that the
module top_HMC5883L has as its most interesting output a
24-bit value that is the magnetic heading of the HMC5883L
sensor in positive radians. The mag_angle signal contains
14 bits of fraction, nine bits of integer, and ranges from 0
to 2 radians. This signal is provided to the motor control
unit, which compares it to a command heading (signal is
cmd_hdg) to determine whether the logic needs to activate
the wheel motors.

Motor Control
In comparison to the magnetic compass logic, the logic

for the motor control is much simpler. The motor control

module receives a commanded heading, the heading
angle of the HMC5883L chip, a signal to indicate that
calibration is complete, and forward/reverse commands.
Given these inputs, the logic determines how to pulse-
width modulate the four motors on the Whippersnapper

Runt Rover. The flowcharts in Figure 9 and Figure
10 show the four concurrent logical “loops” that are
always happening inside top_hdg_ctrl.v. This
organization is presented to make the operation
clear to someone examining the code.

The “A” loop checks to see if the motors are
enabled, and if they are, determines whether there’s
a command to go forward, reverse, or turn in either
direction. The outputs of the “A” loop enable the
individual motors (via the tristate enable ports of the
top level buffers).

The “B” loop determines the width of the pulse
that will be applied to the motors when they are

commanded to turn. Depending on the size of the error
between the current magnetic heading and the
commanded heading, the length of pulses applied to the
turning motors will be longer, turning the motor faster.

The error value is calculated in loop “C,” but recall that
in HDL, all the assignments and clocked processes are
happening “at the same time,” with no consideration to
where they appear in the code file. (The error value is
available to loop B, even though the code appears below in
loop C.)

The local parameter values called FIRST_GEAR,
SECOND_GEAR, THIRD_GEAR, and FOURTH_GEAR are
counter values that are loaded into the register called
“speed.” The value in speed is used in the logic of loop D.

The C loop is a combination of the code that
determines the heading error (top_hdg_ctrl.v, asynchronous
assignments on lines 170-172) and the asynchronous
assignment to the motor_enable signal (top_hdg_ctrl.v, line
175). Unlike the other logic loops, this code is completely
asynchronous. In terms of the flowchart, it can be thought
of as tracing a single path through the flow that is always

Figure 8.
Determining
the dividend
and divisor
for the tan-1

function.

Figure 9. Loops “A”
and “B” of the motor

control function
top_hdg_ctrl.v.
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(It’s customary to draw the unit circle with the 0/2 point to the right,
and to show north at the top of the page. With the sensor mounted on
the chassis, the 0/2 radians point on the circle actually points south.)

Figure 10. Loops C and D of the motor
control function top_hdg_ctrl.v.
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“active.” All of the assignments in Verilog are computed at
the same time.

Implementation &  Testing
For most of the code development, I used the ARTY

board connected to the GY-271 module, and looked at the
internal design behavior using the Vivado Hardware
Debugger. The configuration file was downloaded with a
USB cable (JTAG) from the laptop to the Artix-7 FPGA in a
desktop setup.

To test the design a little further, I wanted to mount
the ARTY board on the Whippersnapper and observe the
FPGA logic driving the vehicle autonomously to a
“commanded” heading. Since I didn’t yet have any top-level
logic to provide commands to the navigation module, I
wrote some test logic into navigation.v. Depending on the
position of slide switches on the ARTY board, the logic
would provide a command to the navigation module for the

chassis to move forward, reverse, and/or turn to either /2
or 3/2 radians.

Mounting the ARTY board to the Whippersnapper was
temporary because the planned development of the
microwave sensor would require that a different mounting
be used. For this temporary mounting, I hot-glued plastic
spacers to the bottom of the ARTY board, and drilled
mounting holes in the top of the Whippersnapper chassis to
align with these spacers. Screws mounted upwards from
the chassis slid into the spacers to hold the ARTY board for
the first vehicle testing. The setup is shown in Figure 11.
(The HB100 microwave sensor and its associated amplifier
and mixer circuits are between the laptop and the chassis.)

The two L9110 H-bridges are plugged into the low
speed PMOD ARTY board connectors JA and JD, and the

Re-Creating the Vivado Project
from Source Files

Part of the reason for choosing the ARTY board for
this robotic project was that the FPGA on the board is
supported by the free Xilinx Vivado HLx WebPACK tools.
The free tools can be downloaded from
https://www.xilinx.com/support/download.html.

This project was built with Vivado 2017.1, but will
likely work with earlier or later versions because it’s
mostly Verilog source. The two IP cores that are used
(CORDIC 6.0 and Divider Generator 5.1) will probably also
port if a newer Vivado version is being used.

To begin re-creating the project, with a working
Vivado install, open a new project (File > New Project,
“Next,” and provide a project name and directory path
with no spaces). Choose “Next,” and “RTL Project” for the
type of project since this design is made of Verilog
source, IP, and constraints. Select “Next.”

Adding sources can be done all at once with “Add
Directories,” or individually. For this project, choose “Add
Files,” and use SHIFT/CTRL to select
the seven Verilog files and two IP files
(.xci and .xcix format) in the “src”
directory. Select “OK,” and the Add
Sources dialog should re-appear,
listing the files that have been added
to this point.

Inside the “src” directory is a
directory called “debug_src.” This
directory contains some files that are
necessary to send the magnetic
heading values back to a laptop for
display. The files aren’t necessary for
the functionality of the navigation
system or motor controller. By
default, they are commented out of
use in the bottom of the navigation.v
file. It will not hurt to have them
available for use if necessary, so
select “Add Files” again, and browse
into the “debug_src” directory. Use
SHIFT/CTRL to select the two Verilog

and four VHDL files there, and click “OK.”
At the “Add Sources” window, click “Next.” The “Add

Constraints” window will appear. Select “Add Files,” and
browse back to the “src” directory. Add the
“ARTY_PMOD_pinout.xdc” file, and click “OK.” This file
contains all the pin assignments for the inputs and
outputs, as well as the clock timing constraints necessary
for the design. Click “Next.”

The part for this design is the FPGA on the ARTY
board: an xc7a35ticsg324-1L. To find the part, set the
“Family” dropdown to “Artix-7,” and the “Package”
selection” to “csg324.” Scroll down partway and select
the xc7a35ticsg324-1L part, then “Next.” The project
summary should appear. Click “Finish.”

Vivado will take a few minutes to analyze the files
and build the hierarchy. When this finishes, the source file
hierarchy can be expanded by clicking on the “>”
symbols and should look something like Figure A. If all
the project sources have been added correctly, there
should be no red “?” symbols.

Double-clicking on the navigation.v source file and
scrolling to line 102 shows “// DEBUG DEBUG DEBUG
DEBUG BELOW…….” This line shows where the magnetic

compass and motor control
functionality ends and the display
code begins. The code appears in
gray as it is not necessary for
navigation functionality and is
commented out. It can be
uncommented if it’s desired to display
the magnetic values on Tera Term.

With the project sources loaded,
any of the steps shown in the Flow
Navigator window (left side pane) will
complete successfully with the default
settings. The project can be
synthesized, opened, debugged, and
viewed in schematic form.

The design can also be compiled
to a bitstream, and a PROM file
created and loaded to the SPI x4
Flash on the ARTY board. The steps
for this aren’t discussed here, but can
be found in tutorials on the Xilinx
website.

Figure A. Vivado 2017.1 GY-271/
HMC5883L ARTY project sources.
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Resources

https://www.xilinx.com/support/download.html

https://www.xilinx.com/products/silicon-
devices/fpga/artix-7.html#productTable

https://reference.digilentinc.com/reference/program
mable-logic/arty/reference-manual
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GY-271 module is plugged into the top connectors of
connector JA. The FPGA uses 3.3V for its I/O, but the
L9110s deliver more power to the DC motors with a 5V
supply. The ARTY board has a 5V rail available, but does
not supply 5V to the PMOD connectors. As a workaround, I
slightly bent the VCC pins of the L9110s and connected
these to the 5V supply using the two red jumpers that can
be seen over the middle of the board. The LVCMOS33
signals coming from the FPGA were still compatible with
the logic levels expected at the L9110 bridges.

To avoid chasing the Whippersnapper around the
office, I did the first testing with the chassis on blocks as
shown. This also allowed me to continue using a 9V power
supply cable (saving batteries while the motors spun for
extended times), and meant that I could send the
streaming magnetic angle values to display on my laptop
via a micro USB cable.

For the testing, the design was compiled to a
configuration image (.bit file for the FPGA) and then the
.bit file was made into a PROM file (.mcs format) that was
loaded into the SPI x4 Flash available on the ARTY board.

With the SPI x4 PROM programmed, power cycling the
board loads the FPGA from the SPI PROM, and the logic
remains in a calibration state. The initial display to the Tera
Term UART (setup is 460800 bps, eight data bits, one stop
bit, no parity/flow control) shows a magnetic compass
banner, and a yellow “RAD : CAL” indicating calibration
occurring.

Since the GY-271 is currently mounted in a fixed
position relative to the magnetic field lines, “calibration”
consists of pushing “BTN1” to initialize the HMC5883L,
picking up the chassis, and rotating it slowly through 360
degrees in a level plane, and then moving slide “SW0” to
the on position to indicate calibration is complete. (When
the GY-271 is mounted on a rotating platform, it will be
enough to initialize and let the platform rotate one
revolution before indicating “calibration complete.”)

With calibration complete, the FPGA logic immediately
attempts to turn the Whippersnapper to either the /2 or
3/2 heading, and streams the sensed magnetic heading of
the GY-271 to the laptop. Moving the slide switch to
change the requested heading, or carefully picking up the
robot and turning it while watching the left and right side
wheels spin slowly, spin quickly, or stop altogether gave me
confidence that the motor control logic was functioning
correctly. When the motors stopped turning, the magnetic
values displayed on the Tera Term showed agreement with
the commanded heading.

Power Considerations
Although the XC7A35T-1LI is a low power part

(indicated by the “-1LI”), it’s still important to use low
power design techniques to maximize battery life. The
design was written to be small, and includes clock enables
to turn off unused logic. (For examples, look at the use of
the cal_complete signal in navigation.v or the motor_enable
signal in top_hdg_ctrl.v.) The design also uses the slowest
practicable clock (clk_slow is ~200 kHz), and tristates the
motor control outputs when not in use.

The Vivado tools provide design power estimates based
on the resource utilization, and user entered numbers for
switching activity (or defaults). Figure 13 shows the power
estimate of the implemented design (selected by double-
clicking on the “Report Power” step in the Flow Navigator).
This estimate can be run at different points in the design to
find out where the bulk of the design power is being
consumed.

As originally written, the design was estimated to use ~
170 mW, with a whopping 85 mW being contributed by
the clocking module. The clocking module used an MMCM
(multi-mode clocking manager) that divided the 100 MHz
input clock down to a slower frequency before distributing
it. Seeing the MMCM power reported by the estimator, I
tried a different approach. The alternative of dividing the
clock with a counter, buffering it, and then distributing it

Figure 11. Magnetic compass / Whippersnapper Runt test
setup.

Figure 12. Whippersnapper trying to turn right to 3�/2.
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with a second global clock buffer (BUFG) is not a
“good” FPGA design practice because clock timing
cannot be traced through the counter logic. But for
the very slow resulting clock (200 kHz range), the
approach was acceptable as long as the slow clock
was distributed on a global clock buffer (BUFG). The
resulting power savings of 84 mW was necessary for
a battery powered robot.

As a second possible way of saving power, I
investigated what could be done with the divider and the
CORDIC. The divider uses 1,285 flip-flops, 598 LUTs, and
consumes ~9 mW. The CORDIC takes an additional 1,067
flip-flops, 1,060 LUTs, and consumes 10 mW. (For power by
hierarchy, see Figure 14.)

These two blocks together are larger than the
remaining logic (1,198 flip-flops and 1,160 LUTs). Although
I could see no way to eliminate the divider functionality, I
did find a way to timeshare the divider core between the
calibration and calculation logic.

Since the CORDIC only computes the arctangent with
X/Y inputs bounded in the range of 0 to 1 (angles from 0
to /4 on the unit circle), I could replace the block with a
single 18 Kbit block RAM configured as a look-up table. The
power of a single BRAM was less than 1 mW in the
estimator, so the savings would be almost 10 mW, and the
change would simplify the design. This replacement will be
something that I implement in the next design iteration.

Conclusion & Next Steps
In building a new robot with a rotating microwave

sensor, I wrote Verilog FPGA code and used an HMC5883L
(GY-271 module) to implement a magnetic
compass/navigation system. The compass supplies vehicle

heading information for a motor controller, and will later
send azimuth information to a sensor.

Doing this development in an FPGA, I leveraged a
previous I2C interface design, and wrote code or used IP
cores for compass calibration and arctangent computation.
Taking some effort to reduce power, I kept the total design
to 85 mW, and have ideas of how to further reduce power. 

The compass controller code is useful for a variety of
other small projects, or could be used “stand-alone” with an
appropriate interface. SV

Figure 14. Vivado design power estimate by hierarchy (~10
mW for CORDIC).

Figure 13. Vivado design final power estimate (~85 mW for
entire design).
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 · 6v-12v 

 · 25kg+ 
 · 15g-100g 
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A
s an Electrical Engineer at Union
College in 1965, this was my
senior year project. I had nine
months to apply classical control

system theory (Laplace transforms, Bode
plots, Nyquist criterion, Root Locus, etc.)
to analyze the problem and then build a
working model. 

For computation, I had my slide rule
and the privilege to use the first computer
ever to arrive at Union College: the IBM
1620. A marvel of the age, it clocked at
100 kHz, and boasted a 20K nib memory
(a nib is four bits) — all for only $65,000.

My primary resource for electrical and
mechanical components was a basement
full of WWII surplus goodies; many from
the B-29 gunnery control system. My 28V

“cart” drive motor originally fed bullets to
one of the two machine guns in one of
the four turrets spread around the B-29. I
powered this motor with an amplidyne:
an electromechanical motor generator
pair that could amplify 20 mA from a
vacuum tube into 2 kW to drive the
motor that rotated a gun turret.

Decades ago, the first really
important application of the inverted
pendulum problem was stabilizing a
rocket on its thrust vector. Today, with the
availability of inexpensive gyroscope and
accelerometer chips, stabilized inverted
pendulums are very common; most
notably, the Segway, balance boards, and
self-balancing toys like the MIP and
Mipasaur from Wowee.

Stabilizing an inverted pendulum is a favorite and

much discussed control theory problem for roboticists.

The basic idea is illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.

Simply put, the problem is to drive the robot base

forward or backward in such a manner as to prevent

the inverted pendulum design from falling over. In this

article, we’ll explore the math and science behind this

seemingly simple task.
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Figure 2. Balancing a glass of
wine without getting tipsy!

Figure 1. An
inverted pendulum
connected by a free
pivot to a motor
driven robot base.

Inverted
Pendulum

Stabilizing
an 
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Numerous analyses of the problem can be
found online; some running to 70 pages of fairly
dense mathematics. Is there a way to solve this
stabilization problem with just plain common
sense and a little intuition? That is what this
article hopes to do with nothing more than high
school level physics.

First, let’s get a little flavor of the classical
method that I applied in 1965. A system like the
motor driven inverted pendulum can be
represented by complex numbers plotted on a
Root Locus diagram like that shown in Figure 3.

In this diagram, the frequency dependent
characteristics of each component are represented by
“poles” (shown by Xs) and “zeros” (represented by circles).
For example, a charging capacitor with an RC time of 0.1s
would show as an X at -10 on the real axis. Poles with an
imaginery component (off the real axis) always come in
matched upper and lower pairs, and represent oscillating
behavior such as a pendulum or LC circuit. A stable
oscillator with frequency w = 5 Hz would be represented by
poles at ±5 on the imaginery axis. Any pole in the right half
plane indicates instability.

In Figure 3a, the poles/zeros of the inverted pendulum
are shown in red; for the motor drive, they are shown in
green. When the feedback loop is closed — that is, the
pendulum angle is amplified and applied to drive the robot
base (referred to as “cart” going forward) motor
— the poles move as a function of the loop gain
according to complex (but well-known) rules as
shown by the arrows. The path of the poles is
known as the Root Locus.

One of those rules states that a pole tends to
move toward a zero as gain increases, but can
never pass it. The right half plane pole in Figure
3a (representing the inverted pendulum
instability) can never escape the right half plane
because of the two zeros at the origin. It cannot
go up and over the origin because poles with an
imaginary component must come in pairs, and we
have only one pole in the right half plane. So,
there is no value of gain for which this closed-loop
system can be stable.

Figure 3a suggests two steps in the path to
stability: (1) We need a second pole in the right
half plane so that the two poles can come
together, break away from the real axis, and make
their way into the left half plane; and (2) We

need to add some zeros in the left half plane to attract the
two unstable poles.

Figure 3b shows in blue and purple how to add three
more poles and two more zeros to achive the desired
stability. The left half plane blue poles and zeros can be
implemented with a single operational amplifier (op-amp)
and a few resistors and capacitors. So, what about that
additional purple pole in the right half plane. That means
more instability. What is that all about?

If that control theory discussion leaves you confused,
you are not alone. In 1973, I was asked to give a talk on
the inverted pendulum problem for a group of engineers
and physicists. In 40 minutes, I went through the discussion
above with a lot more details and equations. 

At the end of the talk, it was clear that I had not
conveyed any intuition about the problem, and few

By C.A. Hamilton
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Figure 3. Root Locus diagrams for the motor driven inverted
pendulum stability problem. The red poles/zeros represent

the inverted pendulum; the green pole is the motor drive
response; the purple pole is the instability from the

unstable position control loop; and the blue poles/zeros are
the stabilizing compensation function. The small 2s indicate

two zeros at the same point.

The 40:1 gearhead motor and drive wheels. 
Rubber O-rings on the wheels provide the required traction.
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understood the basics of the solution.
Now, skip ahead 40 years when I happened to Google

“inverted pendulum” and found lots of differential
equations and complex diagrams but — again — no simple
intuitive way to understand the solution. The Wikipedia
article I came across derived equations for the dynamics of
the cart pendulum system, but offered no clues on how to
stabilize it.

What follows is my attempt to fill that void. My
inspiration for a simplified explanation came from an article
on the problems that crane operators encounter with
swinging loads. I suddenly realized that the crane problem
might be related to the inverted pendulum problem, and
indeed it is.

Let’s begin by looking back at Figure 1 in which the
three important variables of the system are the cart position
X, cart acceleration A, and pendulum angle q.

Most of the basics of the balancing problem can be
understood by considering human responses in the task of
balancing a pole on the palm of your hand. If the pole is
falling to the right, you need to move your hand to the
right faster than the pole is falling (and vice versa) in order
to “catch” it.

If the angle of the pole is q (radians), the mass at the
top of the pole will be accelerating away from vertical at A
= g q (g = acceleration of gravity = 9.8 m/s2), so your hand
will need to accelerate faster than g q; perhaps 5 g q.
Following this idea, a proposed control system to keep the
pendulum from falling over is shown in Figure 4.

The angle q is sensed, amplified with gain G, and
applied as a current Im = G q to drive the cart motor. The
motor produces the cart acceleration in the direction to
reduce q. This is a feedback control system with the goal of

maintaining q » 0. Unfortunately, as we
demonstrated in Figure 3a, there is no value of G
for which this system can stabilize the pendulum. It
may zip back and forth once or twice, but the
pendulum always falls over in a second or two as the
cart races off the end of its track.

Since most people can easily learn to balance a
pole, the human brain must be subconsciously doing
something more complex than a linear response to
the tilt of the pole.

Now, we come to the problem of the crane
operator transferring cargo from dock side to the
hold of a ship. He lifts the load from the dock and
swings the crane over the hold. The result is a
dangerously swinging load that cannot be safely
lowered. Experienced crane operators learn to avoid
this problem by moving the crane so as to prevent
the oscillation.

Seen from the engineering point-of-view, this is a
system with a strong resonance at the pendulum
radian frequency:

where L is the length of the cable supporting the load. If
the frequency spectrum of the crane motion contains a
component at wp, the load will end up swinging.

The solution is to place a band suppression filter with
center frequency wp between the operator’s joystick and the
position control of the crane. Modern cranes include this
stabilizing feature.

In one of the beautiful symmetries of nature, this same
band suppression filter — inserted in the signal path
between the angle sensor and cart motor — solves most of
the stability problem of the inverted pendulum. With this
improvement, the pendulum may stay up for many seconds,
but always ends up drifting ever faster away from track
center. Eventually, it will reach its maximum speed or the
end of the track, and down goes the pendulum.

This remaining difficulty can be analyzed by considering
the measurement of the angle of the pole from the vertical
as defined by gravity. We do this with an angle sensor
between the track and the pole, assuming a level track.
However, the track will never be exactly level. If the cart
tries to maintain an angle that is not perfectly vertical, it
must — on average — accelerate away from its starting
position.

For example, if the track is one millimeter out of level
in a three meter length, the cart will run off the end of the
track in 30 seconds or less. An offset of one minute of arc
in the angle sensor zero has the same effect.

This problem is solved by adding a second sensor to
measure the position of the cart and then modulating the
null angle j (the angle the cart tries to achieve; nominally
zero) by the difference between where the cart is and the
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Figure 4. A proposed control system to balance an inverted
pendulum. Note the sign of each component. Positive current Im
to the motor produces a positive cart acceleration A. Positive
acceleration will tend to make q decrease, so the pendulum block
has a negative sign. Counting signs around the loop, we have one
negative sign so the loop gain is negative — the normal situation
for a feedback control system.

wp =  Ö g / L
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center of the track. If the cart is left of center,
shift the null angle slightly to the right. If it is
right of center, shift the null angle to the left;
that is, set the null angle to j = -kX where X is
the cart position and k is a small adjustable
constant.

This causes the cart to seek a position in
which the null angle is perfectly vertical. or right
of center by whatever amount is necessary to
exactly cancel any offset in the angle sensor
and/or track slope.

There is an added bonus. Now, the position
of the cart can be controlled by deliberately
adding an offset to the null angle; that is j = -k
(P + X) where P is a command position.

Now, the control system has two goals:
keeping the pole vertical and maintaining a
command position. Clearly, the vertical pole
requirement must have priority, so the angle control loop
must be faster and have higher gain than the position
control loop.

Now it gets interesting. Imagine that — with the pole
stable and vertical at track center (X=P=0) — we command
a move to the right (for example) by suddenly increasing P
from 0 to +0.1 meters. So, j suddenly becomes slightly
negative which will cause the cart to
accelerate to the left — the wrong
direction!

The null angle modulation strategy
results in positive feedback in the position
control and will make the cart respond to
a position command in the wrong
direction!

This counter-intuitive situation can be
understood by again considering human
actions in the pole balancing task. If you
want to move right, a starting move to
the right will cause the pole to fall to the
left. To avoid this, make a quick move left
to produce a little angle to the right, and
then chase it back to vertical by moving
right. 

This answers the question posed
above about the requirement for a
second source of instability. The position
loop is set up with positive feedback
which is represented by the purple pole in
Figure 3b.

The final control system is shown in
Figure 5. In this diagram, the filter and
final amplifier have negative gain because
they will be implemented with inverting
op-amps.

Note that the angle (inner) loop has
three negative signs, so the loop gain is

negative as expected for a feedback control system. The
position (outer) loop has four negative signs causing
positive feedback that would normally make that loop
unstable if not for the stabilizing effect of the inner loop.

Now, at last I had a clear, simple, and intuitive
explanation for the requirements to stabilize the inverted
pendulum. I shared my thoughts by editing an abbreviated

version of the ideas above into that
Wikipedia article.

Building the Test Model
First, about that 1965 senior EE

project: It did work (very well, actually),
but it needed an umbilical cord
connecting the cart to 60 pounds of
vacuum tube electronics on the bench.
With today’s electronics, it is easy to
make it all self-contained. 

Figure 1 illustrates the inverted
pendulum on a two-axle four-wheel cart.
However, it is more visually interesting to
use a single axle two-wheel cart as shown
in Figure 2.

In this case, the single axle is the
pivot of the pendulum. The angle q
between the pendulum and track is
measured by mounting a distance sensor
on a lever arm, facing down at the track
a few cm in front of the pivot point. As q
changes, the distance between the sensor
and the track changes proportionally.

There are multiple ways to measure
the cart position; for example, counting
wheel rotations or using a slider on a
resistance wire along the track. Since the
voltage across a DC motor is nearly
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Figure 5. A control system that includes position control and a filter
(the blue pole/zeros of Figure 3b) to suppress cart motion at the

pendulum frequency.

The battery pack and control
circuitry are mounted at the top 

of the inverted pendulum
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proportional to its rate of rotation, the cart position can
also be measured by simply integrating the motor voltage.

This is a simple method to measure
the cart position as we design the
circuit for our test model.

The schematic diagram of an
analog control system implementing
these ideas using three op-amps is
shown in Figure 6. Component values
are selected for a 0.5m pole (wp = 4.4
rad/s). The dominant mass of the

system is the battery pack (10 AAA cells). 
Except for the motor and wheels, all components

including the batteries are placed at the top of the
pole. This minimizes the mass of the cart and
increases the maximum cart acceleration and
recovery angle.

The motor is a typical small DC motor with a
40:1 gear-down ratio. Plus and minus 5V regulators
are used for the angle offset adjustment and to
power the angle sensor. This makes the system

A PCB for this project is available in the Nuts & Volts
Webstore at http://store.nutsvolts.com/.

The AAA battery pack is shown with its top PCB removed.  
The 10 cells are wired to supply ±7.5V.  

The four PCBs used in the test model are laid out on one board to reduce
fab costs. They are the level sensor cantilever (top left); battery pack top
(bottom left); control circuitry (bottom center); and battery pack bottom
(bottom right). Additional circuits on the right side are unrelated to the
inverted pendulum project.

All of the control circuitry fits on this 
1.9 x 2.1 inch PCB.
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Figure 6. The schematic of the control
system for stabilizing the inverted
pendulum of Figure 2. Note that unlike
Figure 5, the position signal is
connected after the filter rather than
before it. Since the position is a
relatively slow signal, this makes little
difference in the performance, but it
saves one op-amp because the
position signal at U2 pin 6 would have
to be inverted if it fed in at U1 pin 2.
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insensitive to changing supply voltage as the batteries run
down. The 49 ohm resistor in series with the motor tends
to make it respond with torque vs. voltage rather than
speed vs. voltage. 

The position control has two inverting amplifiers in a
loop that — by itself — is completely unstable. Without the
rest of the system, the position loop will run away to
saturation in about five seconds.

The band suppression filter can be intuitively explained
as follows: At very low frequencies,
C1 and C2 can be ignored. The input
and feedback resistors are both 0.27
+1.6 = 1.8 MW, so the gain is 1. As
the frequency rises, C2 (the larger
capacitor) will begin to short out R2,
reducing the feedback impedance
causing the gain to drop.

As frequency continues to
increase, C1 will begin shorting out
R1, reducing the input impedance
causing the gain to rise. At high
frequencies, R1 and R2 are both
shorted out by C1 and C2, so the gain
comes back to 1. 

Component values are chosen to
put the low point at wp = 4.4 rad/s.
The 555 timer at the upper left is an
optional position control that causes
the command position to move left
and right about 20 cm at 10 second
intervals.

The realization of the stabilization
algorithm described here has no
accelerometers, no gyros, no bits, no
code, and no processor. It’s a purely
analog solution with just three op-
amps and a few resistors and
capacitors. 

It illustrates the concepts of
stabilization of the inverted pendulum
without wading through the math
and all of the many lines of code to
be found in a microprocessor solution.

Over the years, I have built four
versions of the stabilized inverted
pendulum, from the 60 pound
vacuum tube version of 1965 to the
two-wheel 12 ounce version of Figure
2 — all using the same math, but each
taking advantage of improved
technology to produce a simpler and
lower cost design.

If this problem sounds like fun,
harvest a motor and some gears from
a junked CD player and give it a try.

Stabilizing an inverted pendulum is a favorite and much
discussed control theory problem for roboticists. The basic
idea is illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. Simply put, the
problem is to drive the robot base forward or backward in
such a manner as to prevent the inverted pendulum design
from falling over. 

As you can now see, the math and science behind this
task is not so bad after all. SV
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Before You Buy a Cobot

The global collaborative robot (cobot) market is
projected to grow from $175.500 million in 2016, to
$3,811.483 million by 2021. Here, Nigel Smith, CEO of
TM Robotics, explains why manufacturers really need
to understand the facts before they jump on the cobot
bandwagon, as this investment may not be as low-risk
as it first appears.

O
n robotic automation
in general, Jay Baron,
CEO of the Centre
for Automotive
Research said,

“Without this automation, our
factories would have been obsolete a
long time ago. Automation is
necessary for safety, quality, and
productivity.” This reflects the strong
pressure that companies face to
implement technology in order to
keep up with — or exceed — the
competition.

As more companies are turning to
robotic automation to get ahead, now
is the time to take stock, assess the
application, and make informed
business decisions. Automating
manufacturing processes is a complex
issue without a one-size-fits-all
solution. Some processes call for
cobots — a breed of robots designed
to share a workspace with human
workers — but some really are more

suited to traditional industrial robots.

Cobots
The term cobot has been coined

to represent an unguarded easy-to-
integrate collection of robots that
typically carry out repetitive or unsafe
tasks while the human workforce
performs higher-value manual tasks up
or downstream. 

The robotics industry does not
acknowledge cobots as a separate
entity, but instead defines industrial
safety standards for when humans
work collaboratively with robots on
the same production floor.

This is an important distinction, as
new robotics implementers may
assume that any cobot is
automatically safe for use next to
humans, when, in fact, this can only
be determined by thorough risk
assessment. Some plant managers
may be also surprised to discover that

they need expensive fencing if risk
wasn’t appropriately forecasted
initially.

As a result of risk assessment
findings, added safety features can
result in very low operating speeds or
multiple stops for a cobot. Equally,
these necessary safety additions aren’t
free, adding significantly to integration
costs. Both of these factors have a
detrimental impact on the return on
investment (RoI).

Industrial
Robots

Industrial robots are automatically
controlled and are programmable in
three or more axes, and they can
automate an extremely broad range
of processes unattended. Multiple
industrial robots can be integrated for
a fully automated production line,
meaning they can handle applications
that are not conducive to humans at

by Nigel Smith
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speed, removing operators from
unsafe or unclean environments.

Improvements in safety
technology is now allowing industrial
robots to be used in collaborative
operations, providing many of the
same benefits that a cobot brings
along with increased speed and
accuracy.

Of course, this collaboration can
only be implemented after the
appropriate risk assessment, but that
is no different than when choosing a
cobot. What many are unaware of is
that almost any robot is capable of
collaborative operation with the
appropriate safety mechanisms in
place.

Cobot
Misconceptions

Remember, it’s the application
that defines the ability for human and
machine to collaborate. While vendors

are eager to claim the term
‘collaborative robots,’ it isn’t all black
and white. In February 2016, the
technical standard ISO/TS 15066 was
published to provide safety guidelines
for the use of robots in collaborative
applications, including force
guidelines, maximum allowable robot
power, and speed, without
discriminating against a certain type
of robot.

Similarly, some manufacturers
may buy their cobots assuming they
will work without caging. However,
they may find their risk assessment
shows the need for a safety cage or
force limiters to keep human workers
safe.

The additional charge of these
safety features would render the total
cost of the cobot similar to that of an
industrial robot, but without the
additional capabilities of speed and
accuracy.

Suddenly, this initially low-

cost/low-risk investment in cobots isn’t
turning out as planned.

The huge growth in the cobot
market represents the view that
cobots can be an ideal first step
towards automated processes. If the
application doesn’t require safety
guarding, then the initial investment is
low. 

However, as applications evolve,
multiple cobots may soon be required
for scalability, and the cost of the
additional equipment and additional
human workforce will soon exceed
the cost of an industrial robot, and
you will still lack speed and the
benefit of unattended production.

It’s imperative that business
owners assess the application and the
needs of their business’ future
carefully before making their decision.
Plus, they should carefully consider
one important question: Is a cobot
actually what you need? SV
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If you have read RobotBASIC articles in the past, you
might have assumed that RobotBASIC was either a
simulation-only language or one used to create
relatively complex robots (like the RB-9 in Figure 1 or
Arlo in Figure 2). Both of these robots — as well as
numerous simulations — have been discussed in

previous SERVO articles.
The RB-9 is small, but it has an electronic compass, five

ranging sensors, three line sensors, wheel encoders, a
beacon detector, and battery monitoring (far more than
many hobby robots). Arlo has the same features plus arms,
voice recognition, speech, and more. Both of these robots
can execute most programs written for RobotBASIC’s
integrated simulator which can be used to speed the
application development process.

While numerous sensors on both of these robots make
it easy to experiment with a wide variety of situations and

environments, generally they are too complicated for those
new to robotics. Even beginner bots have challenges that
can be difficult for novices.

Consider a robot with two drive wheels powered by DC
motors. Proper motion control can require writing code that
produces pulse-width modulation (PWM) to control speed;
ideally, the speed will ramp up slowly to prevent jerky
starts. Furthermore, all of this control must be properly
timed between the two motors to ensure the robot can
travel in a straight line and make turns as expected.
Seasoned hobbyists often take such actions for granted, but
writing these programs can be very intimidating for
beginners.

Fortunately, there is an easy way for beginners to get
started. A special chip containing the RobotBASIC Robot
Operating System (RROS) is available from
www.RobotBASIC.org (where you can also download a

SERVO readers

that have never

built a robot can

be put off by the

cost of even an

entry-level

chassis, and often

find the low-level

programming

needed to control

motors and

interrogate

sensors

intimidating. This

article shows

options to make

building your first

robot a little

easier.

RobotBASIC Robots
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free copy of
RobotBASIC). The chip
provides the low-level
code for controlling both
DC and analog
servomotors, and for
interfacing with a variety
of sensors. The chip
allows robot builders to
concentrate on high-level
behaviors rather than
worrying about low-level
details. 

Let’s see how the
chip can simplify
building a beginner bot.

Physical
Construction

Before we get to
the electronics, let’s look
at the physical
construction aspects of a
small robot. For large or
complex robots,
purchasing a chassis —
complete with motors —

is often an excellent option. If this is your first robot,
though, building your own can be fun and greatly lower
your costs. Eventually, most people will want something
sturdier and more powerful, but it makes sense for most
beginners to minimize costs until they get some experience.
For that reason, let’s build the cheapest robot chassis ever.

The size and shape of your chassis will be determined
by your motors. Figure 3 shows two great options for a
first robot. On the right, are DC motors and wheels that are
readily available on eBay for only a few dollars. The motors
on the left are continuous rotation servomotors from
Parallax. Generally, the hardware and software needed to
control DC and servomotors is totally different, but
RobotBASIC’s RROS chip can control either type using the
same instructions.

Once you have chosen your motors, work can begin on
the chassis. If you have the proper tools and skills, you

could use plastic, wood, or metal, but foam board (available
at most craft stores) can be easily cut with an X-ACTO®
knife or razor blade, and it can create an excellent base for
small robots. Figure 4 shows how easily bases can be cut
for both the DC and servomotors shown in Figure 3.

Once the base plates have been cut, the motors can
easily be attached with hot glue as shown in Figure 5.

for Beginners By John Blankenship
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Figure 3.

Figure 4.

Figure 2.
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Such mounting is far stronger than you might imagine
(especially if you glue one or two wood strips around the
edges of the motors as shown), yet the motors can be
removed to be used in future projects.

You can also see in the figure how to build a simple
“caster” which is needed on two-wheeled robots. It was
made from a short piece of wooden dowel tipped with a
chair leg slide (shown in Figure 6), but a block of foam
board could easily substitute for the dowel.

The Electronics
With the motors mounted, we can turn to the

electronics, which are built on a solderless breadboard.
Figure 7 shows small strips of wood glued to the top of the
DC robot chassis. Figure 8 shows how these blocks hold the
battery and breadboard in place. Figure 9 shows the
schematic for the physical circuit built on the breadboard.
Notice how few components are required. The two DC
motors can connect directly to the RROS chip because it
contains the necessary H-bridge circuitry for driving motors,
as well as the low-level code for controlling them.

A Bluetooth transceiver provides the communication
link to the PC running RobotBASIC. A regulator provides the
five volt power needed for the transceiver and for other
devices to be added later. The buzzer is not required, but
having audible feedback when the robot is turned on,
initialized, etc., can be comforting.

Making the Robot Move
With the hardware complete, let’s see how easy it is to

make the robot move. Look at the program in Figure 10.
The first two lines of code use an include file (provided by
RobotBASIC) to set up a lot of constants that make it easier
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to write RROS programs. The third line sets a
variable equal to the port number of your PC’s
Bluetooth connection. The main program calls a
subroutine to initialize the robot. Once
initialized, the robot can be moved using simple
commands as shown.

In this example program, the robot is moved
40 units forward. It then turns 180° and moves
back to its original position. If either of the
motors moves backwards when tested, just
reverse the wires for that motor.

If the simulator was initialized (instead of
the DC motor robot), the units for rForward are
screen pixels. The simulated robot is 40 pixels in
diameter, so the command rForward 40 will
move the simulated robot a distance equal to its
diameter. Ideally, the same command should
move the real robot a distance equal to its
diameter. Precise control of a robot’s movements normally
requires the drive motors to be equipped with wheel
encoders that produce pulses as the wheels turn. Counting
these pulses makes it easy for the control program to
monitor the robot’s movements.

The RROS chip supports wheel encoders, but there is
no reason to add the cost or complexity to a beginner-bot
because the RROS chip can be calibrated for timed
responses when encoders are not available. Look at the
initialization routine in Figure 11.

The first line in the subroutine sets up the
communication link with the Bluetooth port assigned
earlier. The second line initializes the RROS chip (if the
Bluetooth link has been enabled). Next, we need to tell the
chip we are using small DC motors and set the speed we
want (0-100). Since our robot is not using wheel encoders,
it will almost certainly drift to the right or left because no
two motors are exactly alike. The RROS allows you to
reduce the speed for either the left or right wheel as
shown. For my robot, I needed to reduce the speed of the
right wheel by 5%. You will need to experiment to find
what works for your robot.

The next two lines establish how long the motors will
run when the robot is moving forward and making turns.

As mentioned earlier, if you issue the rForward 40
command, the robot should move a distance equal to its
diameter. If it’s moving too short or too far, adjust the
parameter for the best results. The robot should also turn
90° when executing the rTurn 90 command. Increase or
decrease the rotation parameter to produce accurate turns.

It’s important to realize that timed movements and
drifting corrections will never be as accurate as wheel
encoders (which you can add later as your skill level and
budget increases). Even when you think you have the
timing calibrated, a drop in the battery voltage can screw
everything up again. Just remember, this is an entry-level
robot, so you can’t expect perfect performance.

The good news is that once we add sensory
capabilities, the robot can be programmed to use sensor
data to correct its actions. Such corrections often produce
adequate performance for many behaviors even without
wheel encoders.

A Servomotor Robot
If you prefer servomotors over DC motors, the RROS

can accommodate. Everything in Figure 9 is the same
except for the motor connections. Just interface the
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Figure 9.

#include  “RROScommands.bas”
gosub InitCommands // found in the include file
PortNum = 5 // set to your Bluetooth Port

main:
gosub InitDCrobot
rForward 40
rTurn 180
rForward 40

end

InitDCrobot:
rCommport PortNum
rLocate 10,10
rCommand(MotorSetup,SMALLDC)
rCommand(SetSpeed,17)
rCommand(SetReducForwRight,5)
rCommand(SetMoveTime,34)
rCommand(SetRotationTime,33)

return

Figure 10.

Figure 11.
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servomotors as shown in Figure 12.
Servos are connected with three wires. Ground is

usually black or brown, and the positive supply voltage is
usually red or orange. The control signal is supplied over the
third wire which is often white or yellow.

The same programs used to control the DC robot can
control the servomotor version as long you initialize the
RROS chip properly. Figure 13 shows an appropriate
subroutine for the servomotor initialization. Drift and
movement times are set just like a DC motor. Servomotors,
though, require one additional setup.

Normally, a continuous rotation servo will stop
moving when it receives a pulse whose width is in
the center of its range. If either of your robot’s

servomotors continue to rotate when the robot should be
stationary, you can correct it by increasing or decreasing
the value of its StopOffset from its default value of 128
(see Figure 13).

Adding Sensors
Next month, we’ll see how easy it is to add sensors to

the robots discussed in this article. We will also program
some simple behaviors to demonstrate how easily an RROS
based robot can be controlled with RobotBASIC. SV

Figure 12.

InitServoRobot:
rCommport PortNum
rLocate 10,10
rCommand(MotorSetup,SERVOMOTORS)
rCommand(SetLeftStopOffset,168)
rCommtand(SetSpeed,15) 
rCommand(SetMoveTime,26)
rCommand(SetRotationTime,30)

return

Figure 13.
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Simple Sensors
I first covered sensors for mobile

robots in SERVO Magazine over a
decade ago as there were some pretty
good units at reasonable prices that
experimenters were using in their
machines. Some of the earliest
sensors were simple bumper switches
and whiskers that protruded out from
a robot’s platform to detect objects
and walls in close proximity. These
‘contact’ switches were quite useful in
robot designs back then and are still
employed in today’s mobile robots.

Other types of proximity sensors
such as active infrared and ultrasonic
modules could detect obstacles and
objects from a distance that was
greater than a set of whiskers
protruding out from the front of a
robot. A variety of ultrasonic distance
sensors were available that allowed
onboard microcontrollers to have a
sense of what was ahead of the robot,
and to make adjustments in the robot’s
path. Many of these same short
distance sensors are also still in use.

Where to Get Sensors
If you are just getting into

experimental robotics or have been

building robots for years, you have
undoubtedly seen all sorts of sensors
on Amazon and other Internet sites,
as well as in ads in this magazine.
Some sites even tout up to ‘40
sensors of all types’ for less than $30,
but many experimenters I have
interviewed have been unhappy with
the quality and lack of useful
information included with these
“bargain” products.

You can buy some as stand-in
sensors for a quick project, but I
recommend purchasing better units
from major US companies such as
Parallax, MaxBotics, and Pololu, plus
others you’ll see in SERVO who back
their products. This is an area where
you get what you pay for.

Sense of Touch
Senses are simplistic for us

humans, such as the sense of touch or
feeling. Our touch can result in
feedback as simple as realizing
something is ‘there,’ or as complex as
reading Braille or determining whether
a piece of fur is from a mink or an
ermine. The same fingers that we use
to feel surfaces can also tell us if
something is hot or cold, or as
Goldilocks would say, ‘just right.’

Smoothness or roughness, sharp or
dull, curved or flat are also touch
senses that utilize dimensional
detection to refine the resulting feel.

Touch for a basic robot can be
something as simple as the whiskers I
mentioned earlier that are attached to
a set of small microswitches in front
of a robot to sense a wall or obstacle.
The resulting feedback can be “Oops,
I have hit a wall,” or “I sense my right
whisker is being triggered, so I must
be too close to a wall as I travel
along.”

Touch can also result through a
pattern of tiny resistive strain gauges
on the faces of a robot’s gripper to
sense a grasped object’s shape and
weight. An onboard processor can
then take the information from the
strain gauge array and process the
data to determine what to do with
the object. Not quite as simple as it is
for humans.

Sensors for Taste and
Smell

Sooner or later, we’ll begin to
have access to sensors that can be
used for taste and smell. The sense of
taste is far more complex than just
determining if something is salty,

by Tom Carroll
TWCarroll@aol.com

Mobile Robot
Sensors
Mobile robots need sensors to determine: "Where am I?" "Where am I going?" "What is going

on around me?" "How do I get from where I am to where I want to go?" "How fast am I going?"

"What's going on around me?" Plus, many other environmental questions. Robot builders have

modeled many types of  sensors to emulate humans. Special electronic sensors are used as a

robot’s ‘eyes,’ ‘ears,’ and other human senses such as smell and sense of  touch. GPS sensors

that we incorporate into our robot's designs help them navigate their way about a two- or three-

dimensional space, just trying to exist in our complex environment. Humans have many types of

senses that allow us to determine different factors about our surrounding and distant

environments. The dictionary defines 'sense' as: "a faculty by which the body perceives an
external stimulus; one of the faculties of sight, smell, hearing, taste, and touch."
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bitter, sweet, or sour. Our tongue is
not the sensor; it is the 2,000 to
5,000 taste buds, each containing 50
to 100 taste receptor cells. Lab-made
taste sensors certainly cannot replicate
that many individual cells, so usually
go the route of a single or small array
of chemical sensors.

The sense of taste is quite often
accompanied by our sense of smell. A
connoisseur of fine wines can detect
the subtle differences in the ‘bouquet’
and the taste — a talent that I
certainly do not possess. A robot
might be able to do that soon with
the advances being made in chemical
and gas sensors and many other
unique electro-chemical sensors, but it
hasn’t happened yet.

Smell might very well be one of
the most important sensors we could
place on our robotic creations, mainly
as a safety measure. We don’t really
need a robot that can tell us how nice
our perfume or cologne might ‘smell,’
but the detection of dangerous gasses
might just save lives. Parallax has a
newer series of gas sensors that are
designed to ‘smell’ various gasses, but
they aren’t designed to measure the
concentration such as ‘so many parts
per million or billion.’ As such, they
can only detect the particular gas at a
specifically-set trigger point of
concentration.

LPG Sensor
Leaking propane appliances used

in a closed area can create a potential
lethal explosion situation when
triggered by the tiniest spark.
Parallax’s $7 605-00009 LPG /
propane sensor shown in Figure 1 is
designed to allow a microcontroller to
determine when a preset
propane gas level has been
reached or exceeded.
According to their website,
interfacing the LPG (or CO
sensor) with their sensor
board 27983 shown in
Figure 2 (with the CO
sensor attached) is done
through a four-pin SIP
header and requires two I/O

pins from the host microcontroller.
This product combination is mainly
intended to provide a means of
comparing propane sources and being
able to set an alarm limit when the
source becomes ‘excessive.’

CO Sensor
Carbon monoxide is another very

dangerous gas that can silently kill
humans. This odorless and colorless
gas is frequently the result of
incomplete combustion such
as in portable outdoor
camping appliances used in
an enclosed space or poorly
vented fireplaces. The
Parallax $6 CO gas sensor
(shown in Figure 2) is used
for detecting carbon
monoxide in home,
automotive, or industrial
settings. When paired with
the gas sensor board just
mentioned, it provides a
development system and test
platform for CO gas sensor
design. Requiring 5 VDC at 160 mA,
the resistive output is compatible with
common microcontrollers such as the
Arduino, Propeller, and Raspberry Pi.
Your friendly personal home robot
outfitted with both these sensors can
quickly alert you to a dangerous
concentration of gas and save your life.

Experimenters have successfully
hacked home CO detectors for robotic
use, but the Parallax sensor is cheaper
and ready to interface with a robot.
Other suppliers such as Pololu have
many types of sensors for use within a
robot, but combustible gasses and
carbon monoxide remain the most
applicable for the detection of

dangerous gasses to humans.
Low oxygen levels, hydrogen,
carbon dioxide, and smoke
can be dangerous, but are
not typically encountered.
Remember, when
implementing a gas sensor,
do not mount the sensor
inside the robot as there
must be a flow of the gas
over the sensor.

Sense of Sight and
Vision

Our most advanced sense is our
vision through which we use our brain
to analyze input from our eyes and
form a decision about what we
actually see. We can visually detect an
object and then determine if it’s a star
that is trillions of miles away, the
planet Venus as it moves in the night,
or maybe a light bulb only a mile

away. Our eyes can’t come to that
conclusion without their
interconnection to our powerful
onboard computer (our brain) that
makes sense of what we see.

If you read early Sci-Fi stories from
the ‘40s and ‘50s, many of the robots
described had photocells or
photoelectric cells for eyes. They used
these to detect humans as well as the
surrounding environment. Well, we
know that these certainly could not
function as eyes since they are only
light detectors — not image detectors.
They could just as well be described as
a one pixel camera.

Even later stories described robots
as having ‘TV camera’ eyes that could
see images. Seeing and understanding
what an image appears to be are two
entirely different situations.

Fortunately, intelligent computer
vision for robots is coming of age. In
discussing computer vision, Wikipedia
states: “Computer vision tasks include
methods for acquiring, processing,
analyzing, and understanding digital
images, and extraction of high-

To post comments on this article and find any associated files and/or downloads,
go to www.servomagazine.com/index.php/magazine/issue/2017/12.

Figure 1. Parallax
LPG propane sensor.

Figure 2. CO sensor
shown on a Parallax
board.
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dimensional data from
the real world in order
to produce numerical or
symbolic information,
e.g., in the forms of
decisions.
Understanding in this
context means the
transformation of
visual images (the
input of the retina)
into descriptions of the
world that can
interface with other
thought processes and
elicit appropriate
action. This image
understanding can be seen as the
disentangling of symbolic information
from image data using models
constructed with the aid of geometry,
physics, statistics, and learning
theory.”

Vision System
Cameras

Years ago, researchers at
Carnegie Mellon University began
developing a series of ‘intelligent’
computer-based cameras for robots;
thus, the CMUcam series began. The
latest vision sensor is the CMUcam5
Pixy Vision sensor shown in Figure 3.
Using an NXP LPC4330 204 MHz dual
core processor, it can directly connect
to an Arduino or other popular
microcontrollers.

The camera can track hundreds of
objects simultaneously and draws less
than 140 mA at 5 VDC. The
approximately 2” x 2” board weighs
about an ounce and costs around
$70. Most of the suppliers have free
software libraries for any
microcontroller.

There are other robot vision
cameras on the market. The Microsoft
Kinect is still being used in intelligent
robot camera applications, as well as
the $165 Orbbec Astra Pro 3D
Camera. Go online for more details.

Sense of Hearing
One of the most important parts

of hearing is the
ability to
communicate with
others. It would be
hard to have a
conversation with
another person
without them being
able to respond
back to you and for
you to hear and
understand what they said.

Many of us (myself included)
have lost some of our ability to ‘hear’
the complete frequency spectrum of
20 Hz to 20 kHz which is typical for a
human. I used to be able to hear 23+
kHz, but now my hearing begins to
drop out above 1 kHz (yet two
different audiologists keep telling me
that I don’t need a hearing aid — just
ask my wife about that). It’s amazing
just how important the higher 1 to 2
kHz frequencies add to human
conversations to make the speech so
much more understandable.

‘Hearing’ in a robot can be as
simple as triggering a relay in the
robot when a loud sound is picked up
by a microphone/security system. Or,
it could be as complex as that same
microphone connected to a speech
recognition system board that is used
for understanding words.

A Simple Voice
Recognition Demo

About five years ago, an article

appeared in the online Parallax forum
by Nikos G about the use of a BoeBot
and a Propeller Activity Board to build
a simple voice recognition system to
control a robot, as shown in Figure 4.
The robot was taught to recognize
the four basic movement commands
of Forward, Backward, Right, and Left
in order to have the robot move in
those directions. The robot used three
LEDs (green, red, and yellow) as
feedback indicators. The robot is
taught the four commands, with
successful hearing indicated by a
blinking red LED. A yellow LED meant
that the command was not clear, and
a green LED meant the word was
successfully learned.

About a year and a half ago, I
saw the article and decided to
replicate the project on one of my
own BoeBots. The build was simple,
but took some hair-pulling hours of
programming and microphone
adjustments (I have very little hair to
spare). I did finally get it to work. If
someone like me — who would have a
hard time programming his way out
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Figure 4. Propeller speech recognition system. (Photo by Nikos.)

Figure 3.
CMUCam5 Pixy
vision sensor.

Figure 5. Grove speech recognizer.
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of a wet paper sack — could
do it, you readers should have
no problem at all.

Another small board-level
speech recognizer is the Grove
$19.50 speech recognizer from
Seeed shown in Figure 5. 

This unit can recognize 22
different speaker-independent
commands including start,
stop, play music, and so on.
Every time it recognizes a
command, it will return a value
and a connected speaker will repeat
the command. 

This value can be used to control
other devices like a motor, music
player, or some robot function. One
other popular speech recognition
board still being sold is the $38
EasyVR speech recognition module 3.0
(shown in Figure 6) that has
up to 32 user-defined voice
commands in any language. I
have used and written about
this one in the past; it works
okay.

Active Sonic
Sensors

Robots don’t just have to
listen for sounds. They can
use these sounds as an echo
location and distancing

function similar to bats and dolphins. 
Ultrasonic distance sensors can

emit and receive the echoes of 40 kHz
to over 200 kHz to determine ranges
that many of today’s most simple
robots have used. Today’s cars have
several ultrasonic sensors scattered
around the outside of the car to sense

a vehicle that the driver might
not see. The Parallax Ping)))
sensor for robots (shown in
Figure 7) is quite popular, and
all types are easy to implement
with any of today’s
microcontrollers. It is — by far —
the most used sensor in
experimental robots. 

The MaxBotix MB1000
shown in Figure 8 is another
affordable and popular mobile
robot sensor.

Passive Infrared
Sensors

One very unique infrared sensor
that has been available for decades is
the PIR (or passive infrared sensor)
that is very popular in security systems

to detect the movement of
people within an area. The
sensor is ‘passive’ in that it
emits no IR radiation, but
relies on radiation detection
emitted from a human or any
warm-blooded body.

The PIR sensor uses a
crystal of lithium tantalate
(LiTaO3): a compound that
possesses unique pyroelectric
properties in that it can sense
the temperature range of a
human being’s body. TheFigure 9. A Passive Infrared (PIR) sensor.

Figure 8. MaxBotix MB1000
ultrasonic range-finder.

Figure 6. EasyVR speech
recognition module.

Figure 7. Parallax
PING))) ultrasonic
distance sensor.
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crystal does not detect the actual
temperature, but a change in
temperature; thus, it requires an IR
image to waft over the crystal.

In the typical PIR security sensor,
a moving image caused by a moving
human is projected through one or
more lenses. A curved or dome-
shaped series of flat Fresnel lenses
allows the scanned IR image to be
detected from many angles as shown
in Figure 9. I’ll discuss several PIR
sensors shortly.

For a robot to be able to detect
the presence of a human as it is
rolling along, the sensor can be
panned back and forth, and an
encoder on the motor that is doing
the panning can correlate a detected
IR signal with the angular position of
the detector. In this application, the
PIR sensor should have a single lens so
that the detector receives a ‘signal’
when pointed straight forward only.

You can substitute a plastic IR
transparent lens or mask off all of the
Fresnel lenses except the single front-
facing lens embedded on the curved
plastic.

Another way to create a moving
infrared image over a PIR sensor is to
‘chop’ the image with a slotted wheel
focused on a single sensor. In that
way, the sensor doesn’t need to be
panned to focus one of the many
Fresnel lenses on the sensor, nor does
the sensed object need to move. I
have placed it in this latter category as
it is not a true vision or light sensor.

New Sensors for
Mobile Robots

Though advanced electro-optical
and electro-mechanical sensors have
been available to advanced
experimenters, universities, and
industries for several decades, these
types of sensors began to plummet in
price in the last decade. Six years ago,
I wrote about a number of low cost
MEMS (micro-electro-mechanical
systems) that were single chip based.
These tiny but very popular devices
have replaced large and expensive
flux-gate magnetometers and

compasses and expensive
three-axis gyros and
accelerometers.

In just the last five years,
small and large companies
have improved upon long-
range rangefinders and have
gone a step beyond the
original Microsoft Kinect
designs to develop inexpensive
LIDARs (Light Detection and
Ranging) for experimental
robot uses. Many robot
experimenters have hacked
the Neato robot vacuum
cleaner to utilize its built-in
LIDAR.

Inexpensive image
processor systems such as the nVidia
Jetson TK-1 that I discussed a few
months ago have now found their
way into small mobile robots.

Existing MEMS
Boards

Before discussing these new
navigation systems, I want to look at
some of the MEMS chips and boards
that have given walking, rolling, flying,
and crawling robots better stability
and more accurate navigational
capabilities. Typically, in the past,
when we moved the input shaft of a
sensor, we moved a wiper on a
variable resistor (pot) to change
resistance, or a slotted disc that
interrupted a light beam that could be
interpreted as movement by a
computer or other electronic circuit.

Opposite of that reaction would
be inputting a voltage to cause a
motor, solenoid, or linear actuator to
move something. Later, engineers
found that certain piezoelectric
crystals could sense movement (micro-
sensors) and put out an electric signal.
Or, when an electric signal was
applied to these crystals, they would
move proportionally (micro-actuators).
These types of sensors are used in
ultrasonic distance sensors.

When nanotechnology matured
to the point that tiny micro-sensors
(and micro-actuators) could be placed
on a monolithic substrate, MEMS

technology was born. Instead of large
rotating gyros with potentiometric
outputs, large magnetic coils, or even
crystals mounted with movable
weights or magnets to output
rotational or gravitational forces, these
tiny and much less expensive ‘micro
machines’ could be substituted for
affordable sensors for all sorts of
mobile and flying robots. MEMS
boards have become very popular for
robot vendors around the world.

Parallax Sensors
Parallax has mounted MEMSIC’s

low cost 2125 dual-axis thermal
accelerometer on a small six-pin 0.1”
spacing printed circuit board (PCB;
shown in Figure 10) that is capable of
measuring tilt, acceleration, rotation,
and vibration with a range of ±3 g.
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Figure 10. MEMSIC
2125 dual-axis
accelerometer.

Figure 11. L3G4200D three-axis gyroscope
module.
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Operating on 3.3 to 5 VDC at 4 mA, it
is a TTL/CMOS compatible 100 Hz
PWM output signal with duty cycle
proportional to acceleration. Parallax
also offers a four-directional tilt sensor
that can detect tilting motions in your
robot, or as a handheld controller for
a robot or flying drone.

A third MEMS board
is their L3G4200D three-
axis gyroscope module
shown in Figure 11.
Drawing £ 7 mA at 2.7
to 6.5V, it can measure
three axes of the
angular rate of yaw,
pitch, and roll. Go to
their website (www.parallax.com)
for more detailed information on
these and many other navigational,
humidity, ultrasonic, laser rangefinder,
PIR, and even altitude sensors.

Pololu Navigation
Sensors

Pololu offers a slew of affordable
motion/orientation sensors for mobile
robots. I have selected three multi-
function boards from their website,
from a low cost unit to their UM7-LT
sensor.

The $12 Pololu LSM6DS33
combines a three-axis accelerometer
and three-axis gyroscope into a single
package. The sensor provides six
independent acceleration and rotation
rate readings whose sensitivities can
be set in the ranges of ±2 g to ±16 g,
and ±125° per second to ±2,000°per
second, available with I2C and SPI
interfaces. 

This LSM6DS33 carrier board
includes a 3.3V voltage regulator and
integrated level shifters that allow
operation from 2.5 to 5.5V, and 0.1
pin spacing to make it easy to use
with standard solderless breadboards.

The $23 Pololu AltIMU-10 v5 is an
inertial measurement unit (IMU) and
altimeter that features the same
LSM6DS33 gyro and accelerometer
and LIS3MDL magnetometer as the
MinIMU-9 v5, and adds an LPS25H
digital barometer. 

An I2C interface accesses 10

independent pressure, rotation,
acceleration, and magnetic
measurements that can be used to
calculate the sensor’s altitude and
absolute orientation. The board
operates from 2.5 to 5.5V.

Pololu’s $140 UM7-LT orientation
sensor from Redshift
Labs shown in Figure 12
is a high-end Attitude
and Heading Reference
System (AHRS) that
contains a three-axis
accelerometer, rate gyro,
and magnetometer. It
combines this data using
an Extended Kalman

Filter (EKF) to produce attitude and
heading estimates.

This LT version of the UM7 does
not have an enclosure. Unlike an IMU,
which only provides raw sensor
readings, the UM7 features an
onboard microcontroller that
combines sensor data using the
sophisticated EKF to generate
orientation estimates 500 times a
second.

Advanced Sensors for
Today’s Mobile
Robots

Let’s transition from the more
simple sensors to a series of advanced
sensors that might soon give us total
autonomy in our personal cars.
Today’s sensor technology has
received a boost from the intense
interest in autonomous automobiles
and flying UAV drones. 

When big companies such as
Tesla, Google, the Big 3 automakers,
and the many smaller drone
manufacturers demand types of
sensors that can allow their products
to have supervised or totally
autonomous operations, sensor
companies are only too happy to
supply the latest and best.

Last year, I discussed the safety
aspect of autonomous cars; in
particular, Elon Musk’s Tesla and the
death of a driver who took
‘supervised autonomy’ to mean that
he could be looking at a movie on his
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Figure 12. Pololu UM7-LT
orientation sensor.
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laptop computer as it flew down a
Florida freeway. An 18-wheeler was
turning across the freeway in front of
him and neither he nor his Tesla
model S’s camera and radar ‘saw’ that
it was a white-sided vehicle and not a
white sky. He died in the crash.

Total Car Autonomy
Coming Soon

Tesla did not use a
LIDAR/computer vision system on his
vehicles, but relies on a radar system
that uses RF signals and simple
cameras to detect objects ahead. 

On the Electrek website, Editor-in-
Chief, Fred Lambert stated: ‘Ever since
Tesla released its second generation
Autopilot hardware and started
offering an option called “full self-
driving capability,” there’s been some
confusion about Tesla’s plan for rolling
out fully autonomous driving.”

The Tesla Model S has three types
of sensors as seen in the diagram in
Figure 13. There are 12 single
element ultrasonic distance sensors;
six on the front and six in the rear,
each with a range of about 16 feet
that are used by the auto parking
system to scan parking spots, and by
the autopilot to avoid changing lanes
into traffic.

The second type is a single
forward-facing millimeter wave radar,
the aperture of which is shown in the
photo in Figure 14 as the rectangle at
the bottom of the front end.

Millimeter microwave energy is in
the 30 to 300 GHz range, and the
small wave lengths can utilize a

smaller antenna and still get in a more
focused beam. The radar is used by
the active cruise control to detect cars
in front at longer distances.

The negative aspect about this
wavelength is rapid attenuation in
poor wet weather, thus limiting its
range to under a kilometer.

The third sensor is a forward-
looking camera mounted in front of
the rear view mirror. The autopilot
uses information from this camera for
staying in your lane and detecting the
speed limit. 

The information from the camera
is supplemented by information from
the GPS to keep the autopilot from
overreacting, such as a car suddenly
disappearing from view.

CEO Elon Musk clarified these
plans this past spring and now
predicts that true level 5 autonomy is
about two years away — though Tesla
should still have advanced
autonomous driving systems before
that.

While Musk said that the “full
self-driving capability” option on the
second generation Autopilot will
eventually enable true level 5
autonomous driving — which means
fully autonomous in any and all

conditions — Tesla also specified that
it is dependent on software validation
and regulatory approval.

At a spring 2017 TED talk, Musk
told the audience: “November or
December of this year, we should be
able to go from a parking lot in
California to a parking lot in New
York, with no controls touched at any
point during the entire journey.”

Final Thoughts
The selection of one or more

sensors is the robot designer’s first
task after the basic structural design is
conceived. I’ve only touched on a few
types of sensors for mobile robots. 

If you did a bit of research on
sensors, you would rapidly discover a
dozen dedicated magazines, hundreds
of books such as Sensors for Mobile
Robots by H.R. ‘Bart’ Everett, and
many others, plus tens of thousands
of Internet notations.

The subject is huge and the
explosive growth in mobile robots and
all of their different forms has allowed
sensor costs to plummet as their
capabilities rise.

Keep building robots! SV
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Figure 13. Tesla
Model S sensors.

Figure 14. Tesla Model S front end with rectangular radar
aperture at the bottom.
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The SERVO Webstore

Robotics Demystified
by Edwin Wise

YOU DON'T NEED

ARTIFICIAL

INTELLIGENCE TO

LEARN ROBOTICS!

Now anyone with an

interest in robotics 

can gain a deeper

understanding —

without formal training,

unlimited time, or a genius IQ. In Robotics

Demystified, expert robot builder and author

Edwin Wise provides an effective 

and totally painless way to learn about the 

technologies used to build robots! $19.95 

Robots and Robotics: Principles,
Systems, and Industrial 

Applications                 
by Rex Miller and Mark Miller

Written by a pair of

technology experts and

accomplished

educators, this

comprehensive

resource provides a

solid foundation in

applied industrial

robotics and robot

technology. You will get straightforward

explanations of the latest components,

techniques, and capabilities along with

practical examples and detailed illustrations.

$90.00

ROBOTICS
Arduino Robot Bonanza

by Gordon McComb
Create high-tech 
walking, talking, and
thinking robots.
"McComb hasn’t
missed a beat. It’s an
absolute winner!"

Breathe life into the

robots of your dreams

— without advanced

electronics or programming skills. Arduino

Robot Bonanza shows you how to build

autonomous robots using ordinary tools and

common parts. Learn how to wire things up,

program your robot's brain, and add your

own unique flair. 

$29.95 

CD-ROM SPECIALS

Making Things Move: 
DIY Mechanisms for Inventors,

Hobbyists, and Artists
by Dustyn Roberts

In Making Things Move:
DIY Mechanisms for
Inventors, Hobbyists,
and Artists, you'll learn
how to successfully build
moving mechanisms
through non-technical
explanations, examples,
and do-it-yourself 
projects — from kinetic
art installations to 
creative toys to energy-harvesting devices.
Photographs, illustrations, screenshots, 
and images of 3D models are included for
each project. 
$29.95

Build Your Own 
Humanoid Robots

by Karl Williams

GREAT 'DROIDS, INDEED!

This unique guide to

sophisticated robotics

projects brings

humanoid robot

construction home to

the hobbyist. Written by

a well-known figure in

the robotics community,

Build Your Own

Humanoid Robots

provides step-by-step directions for six

exciting projects, each costing less than

$300. Together, they form the essential

ingredients for making your own humanoid

robot. $24.95
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To Order Call 800 783-4624
or visit our webstore

12.2017 FEATURED

Robot Builder's Sourcebook 
Fascinated by the world of robotics but

don’t know how to tap into the

incredible amount of information

available on the

subject? Want the

names, addresses,

phone numbers, and

web sites of

companies that can

supply the exact

part, plan, kit,

building 

material, 

programming 

language, operating system & 

computer system? Robot Buider’s

Sourcebook is just what you’ve been

looking for!

$36.00
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PROJECTS

The SERVO Buddy Kit

An inexpensive circuit you can build to 

control a servo without a microcontroller.

For more information,
please check out the

May 2008 issue
or go to the 

SERVO webstore.

Includes an article reprint.

$39.55

3D LED Cube Kit

SPECIAL OFFERS

Order online 
www.servomagazine.com

From the 
article “Build
the 3D LED
Matrix Cube”
as seen in the
August 2011
issue of
Nuts & Volts Magazine.

This kit shows you how to build a really
cool 3D cube with a 4 x 4 x 4 
monochromatic LED matrix which has a
total of 64 LEDs. The preprogrammed
microcontroller that includes 29 patterns
that will automatically play with a runtime
of approximately 6-1/2 minutes.
Colors available: Green, Red, Yellow & Blue.
Jig and plastic cases also available.

$57.95
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PS2 Servomotor Controller Kit

This kit accompanied with your own
PlayStation controller will allow you to

control up to six servomotors.
Includes all components and 

instruction manual.
For more information, please see the

February 2011 
edition of SERVO Magazine.
Assembled units available!

$79.95

Build Your Own Quadcopter
by Donald Norris 

Build and customize

radio-controlled

quadcopters that take

off, land, hover, and

soar. Build Your Own

Quadcopter features

step-by-step assembly

plans and experiments

that will have you

launching fully

functioning quadcopters in no time. This fun,

do-it-yourself guide fuels your creativity with

ideas for radical enhancements, including

return-to-home functionality, formation flying,

and even artificial intelligence!

$50.00
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